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Young Wild West Capturing a Claim
OR, ARIETTA AND THE GOLD POCKET
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Scheme to "Jump" a Claim.
"It's ther only claim in ther whole camp what's
worth anything, boys, an' ther galoot as owns it
ain't no good. There's three of yer, an if you'll
stick te;: me we'll git it. I reckon it won't be
hard ter chase Bill Galvin away from here. What
do yer say, boys?"
"I'll stick, Jerry."
"So will I. What I wants more than anything
in ther world jest now is a fresh supply of gold
dust."
"Me too! -Count on me, Jerry."
Four rough-looking men were seated in a small
shanty that was one of the few that went t~ make
up the mining camp that was called Red Flat,
Arizona. They had gathered there fo1· the pur1pose of talking over matters regarding a claim
that was numbered 19 and owned by a quiet sort
of man named Bill Galvin. Jerry Scott had
called in the other three miners, and as he uttered the words at the head of this chapter, he
was sitting on a barrel and calmly smoking hi s
pipe, just as though it was no crime to "jump"
a fellow miner's claim and then drive him out of
the camp. He owned a claim in Red Flat, but it
was not panning out mucl-;, and being one of the
ort of men who are not fond of work, but liked
lenty of money to spend, he had drifted into the
way of getting his wealth dishonestly. He was
~not quite sure that the three men he now had
1
with him in his shanty were willing to join him
in jumping Bill Galvin's claim. But after he
had talked with them two or three times on the
subject he became convinced that it would be
safe to put the subject squarely to them.
"Well, boys, I'm glad ter hear yer say that
you'll all stick to me in this game," Jerry said,
with a happy smile on this evil-looking face. "I
reckon we'll have a little drink ter celebrate this
here event. If I hadn't knowed you fellers putty
well I wouldn't have took you in with me on this.
But I happened ter know that there ain't none
of yer as would stand ther test of honesty, so
that's why I called yer here. You have all been
putty good friends of mine since I've been here
1m ther minin' camp, an' now I'm goin' ter give
rer a cr.ance ter git rich. This here claim of
Bill Galvin's oughter be worth fifty thousand dol-

t
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Jars, if I know any{hing about sich things, an'
I reckon I do. Now then, ther point is ter git
hold of ther clai m without committin' murder.
I don't s'pose any of yer would like ter have ther
blood of Galvin on your hands, so ther thing fer
us ter do is to put up some kind of a job that will
get him away from here.
·
"Ther best way ter do that, accordin' to my
way of thinkin', is ter steal somethin' an' lay it
to him. Then while ther rest of ther gang around here is havin' it out with him about it we'll jest
sneak up an' take possessiorr of ther claim. There
ain't no one here as would dare 'ter try ter drive
away from it, 'cause ther minute Gilvin leaves it
it belongs to ther first one as gits hold of it.
Maybe that ain't ther law exactly, but I reckon
°that's ther way we do things here."
"Well," said one of the men, with a villainous
smile, "I've got a horse, as you all know. Now
then, s'pose Bill Galvin steals my horse an' I
ketch him with it. How would that work, Jerry?"
"Fine," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon it won't be hard to fix things
up. There ain't no one what's seen my horse out
since ther day afore yisterday. I've had him
grazin' among ther mesquite out here about half
a mile, so s'pose I jest g o out an' git him now
an' tie him back of Galvin's shanty. _ While I'm
a t it I kin steal somebodys saddle and have him
all ready jest as though Galvin was goin' ter ride
away somewhere ·with ther nag."
"Well, you have got plenty of time ter do that
afore it gits dark, 'cause it's only about two
o'clock now," the leader of the four villains said,
a s he looked at his watch. "Go ahead. I reckon
we might as well go 1·ight ahead with this game
an' git done with it. I'm anxious ter jump that
claim, which is numbered nineteen. Go ahead,
Harpy, and be sure you made a good job of it.
If yer do you'll be remembered, all right."
Harpy soon left the shanty. The others remained there for about an hour, and just as they
were thinking· of going over to the Alkali Tavern,
which was the only place where liquor was sold
in. the camp, he returned.
"It's all right, boys," he said, as he came in,
grinning broadly. "I found my nag quicker than
I thought I would, and I fixed everything up.
He's tied in ther heap of bus.hes that's behind
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Galvin's shanty. I seen Galvin workin'- away, later the party came to a halt right before his
sifting out ther dirt, but he didn't see me. Now door.
then, I'm goin' over to ther tavern an' repo1't that
"Hello, my friend!" the dashing looking boy
somebody ·has stole my horse."
called out, pleasantly. "What is the name of this
"You go ahead, and we'll come along in a few camp?"
minutes," Jerry answered, with a satisfied nod.
"Red Flat, young feller," Hodge answered,
The villain was not long in reaching the shanty quickly. "Why/ are yer lost?"
tavern, whic;h was nothing more than a one-stor:<1
"Well, not exactly. But when we found a trail
structure, with a big hall connected to it. It that looked as though it had been u sed a great
happened that there were three cowboys in the deal we thought we would follow it and see where
bar-room when Harpy entered.
it led to. It happens that we have never struck
"Hello, boys," he called out, for he had seen this place before in our travels."
them there before, thc,ugh he was not very well
"Well, I reckon you could strike worse ones.
acquainted with them, "did you see anything of a I s'pose you're lookin' for board an' lodgin', ain't
yer, young feller?"
stray nag as yer rode over from ther ranch?"
"No," one of them answered. "Ha:ve yer lost
"Well, no, not exactly. We have a camping
a horse?"
outfit with us, as you can see. Another thing,
"Yes, an' horses is mighty scarce right around - I hardly think the size of your shanty would achere. I wanted him ter ride over ter Miller with commodate us all. What we mean to do is to
me to-morrow, so I thought I'd go an' catch him camp somewhere until to-morrow. I suppose
an' git him clearned up a bit before it got dark. there will be no objection to that."
But ther blamed nag ain't nowhere to be found.
"I'm sure there won't be, young feller. But
I didn't think he would stray very far, 'cause ther say! Where did you come from, anyhow?''
fodder was mighty good where I left him."
"We have come fi·om all over, I reckon, boss,"
"Couldn't you find his tracks?" one of the cow- and the boy laughed as he dismounted, and then
boys asked.
turned to assist the girl.
"Yer come from most anywhere, did yer?" and
"I never thought ter look."
"We1l, that's about ther best way, especially Hodge grinned. "Well, that ain't much of an
answer, is it?"
if ther nag has strayed off."
"Not much, I suppose. But I will mak~ it
It was just then that Jerry Scott and the other
two villains entered the place. Harpy did not plainer to you by saying that we are in the habit
pay any-.. particular attention to them, but it was of riding through Arizona, as well as other parts
not long before they understood that he had lost of the West. We just do it for the excitement
·
there is to be got out of it, too."
his horse.
"Say!" and the tavern-keeper gave a start,
"Why don't yer look for him?" Jerry asked.
"maybe I kin tell who yer are."
"Well, whe1·e am I goin' ter look?"
"Probably you can."
"Anywhere. Come on; we'll help yer."
"Are yer Young Wild West?"
"So will we," spoke up one of the cowboys.
"You guessed it right the first time, my friend."
"Well, come on, then, -though I don't know jest
"Great bears! I oughter knowed that when I
where ter look, blamed if I do," and Harpy apfirst seen yer, 'cause I've read somethin' in ther
peared to be very much puzzled.
The crowd quickly left the taver.n, and Bill papers about you folks. You ain't here after any
Hodge, the proprietor, settled down to read an · bad ones, are yer?"
"Why, have you any bad men here?"
old newspaper that he had probably read over a
"Well, I don't know as we have, but from what
dozen times before. But there was no business
at that time of day, so he had to pass his time I've read about yer yer have a way of _ridin'
away at something. When he had been alone for around breakin' up gangs of robbers an' sich.
perhaps half an hour he heard the sounds of hoof They do say as how you have had lots of scrimbeats outside. At first he thought it was the mages with ther redskins, too."
"Well, probably that is true. · But what sort
cowboys who had gone to help Harpy find his
horse returning. But when he discovered that of place is Red Flat, anyhow?"
"Well, I reckon you kin see putty well, 'cause
there were more horses than they had coming
toward the tavern, he threw down his papers and there ain't much of it ter look at," and Hodge
grinned as he waved his hand toward the scathurried to the open door.
"Great bears!" he exclaimed. "Quite a little tered shanties and claims that lay on the slope
_
party is comin', an' there's petticoats among 'em, behind them.
"Oh, I don't mean the site. What I mean is
too. I wonder what this means?"
Riding up the single, sandy street1 that led what sort of people have you here?" queried
into the mining camp was a party consisting of the boy.
eight. A boy and a girl were in the lead, and
"A putty fair lot, I should say. They all spend
as he looked at them Bill Hodge gave a start, their money putty freely, an' I've been <loin' a
while a look of -silent admiration quickly shone lot of business. But I'm afraid things ain't goin'
ter last very Jong here, 'cause there's only about
from his small, gray eyes.
"I wonder who they kin be?" he muttered, shak- one claim in ther blamed old place what's worth
ing his head. "Tney're all dressed in mighty much, an' ther galoot as owns that ain't very
fancy high-priced style, I reckon, but they look free with his dust. Ther one I'm speakin' of is
as though they ain't strangers in this part of number nineteen, an' is owned by a man named
ther country. But I'll soon know who they are, Bill Galvin. He's a quiet sort of galoot an' I've
'cause they're comin' right here."
never seen him drink enoug·h bug-juice ter git
He was right on this point, for a few seconds half tight yet. But he's mighty liberal in helpin'
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them out what's in hard '"'ck. That's one thing
I kin say about him."
"Well, from what you say of Bill Galvin, he
must be a pretty decent sort of a man."
"Oh, yes, there ain't no rubbin' that out."
"Well, I think we will go ove1· bv the creek
yonder and pitch our camp. We will stay over
to-night and we'll get acquainted with you folks."
The boy was about to lead his horse away
toward the spot he had selected as a campii:ig
place when a shout sounded a sort distance away
and three cowboys came galloping toward them.
Not far behind them were four men, two of
whom were half dragging a man along against
his will.
"Hello!" exclaimed Hodge, as he looked at the
approaching xpen. "I reckon they've got ther
galoot what stole Harpy's ho1·se.
"A horse thief, eh?" and Young Wild West became very much interested.
"\Vell, a man named Harpy lost his horse, an'
ther boys as happened to be here when he give
it out started out ter help him find it. There's
one of 'em leadin' a horse back there, as you kin
see, a:n' they've got a man what looks as though
'
he's a prisoner."
"Girls, you go along· and s~e that the tents
are put up in proper shape," Wild said, nodding
to the female members of the party. "11:harlie
and Jim will stay here with me, so we can learn
what is going on here."
The girls nodded, and the~ promptly started
away, leading their horses, while the two Chinamen rnde on after them . . The cowboys came galloping up and dismounted.
""' "Vve found ther horse mighty easy," one of
them said. "We've got ther galoot as stole him,
too. It's one of ther miners here, an' his name
is Bill Galvin. He , was ready ter sneak away
from ther camp. I reckon we was jest in time."
The four villains who had put up the scheme
to gain possession of Galvin's claim now came
forward, dragging their prisoner with them.
"Here's ther horse thief," shouted Harpy, and
then he struck the helpless man they had with
them a blow on the side of the head in order to
urge him along faster.
'·Go a little easy, my friend," said Young Wild
West, his eyes :fl.ashing. "What is the use of hitting that man when you have got his hands tied?"
"I don't know as that's any of your business,
your.g felleT," came the quick retort.
"Yes, it is my business, too. I won't stand by
and see a man hit that way _witho~t entering a
protest. I don't cai-e whether he is a horse thief
or not. If you hit him again I will hit you."
"An' if you clc,n't shut right up I'll put a holl:!
through you, young feller," i-etorted Harpy,
quckly drawing a revolver.
Then something happened that no one was
exactly prepared to see. With lightning-like
• quickness the boy pulled out a revolver and fired.
As the report rang ou~ Harpy uttered ~ yell of
pain and dropped his gun.
CHAPTER II.-The Accused Man Is Released.
"Wow, wow! Whoopee!" yelled the tall man
with the long, black hail' and mustache, who was
one of Young Wild West's partners. "I reckon
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you galoots had better keep your hands away
from your hardware. If yer don't there'll be hot
lead flyin' so fast that you won't know you're
alive in ten seconds from now. vVhoop her Ull,
Wild! They're a measly lot of galoots, anyhow.
I'll bet that feller · is innocent. I kin .tell by ther
way he looks."
"Easy, Charlie," the young deadshot retorted,
as he shot a glance at his excited friend.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, in the
cool and easy way that had made him famous,
" I didn't come here to have trouble with anyone.
But as I said just now, I am not the one to stand
by and see a helpless man struck without entering a protest. Now then, I hope you understand
me."
"I reckon we understand ·what yer mean, young
feller','' Jei-ry Scott spoke up, gruffly. "But what
have you got a right ter interfere in this game
for?"
"Never mind what right I have got- to interfere. I thought you said you understood me?"
"Well, you ha·d better light out from here, even
if you are putty quick at gun plaw- This galoot
was caught red-handed. He stole Harpy's horse,
an' was j est gittin' i-eady ter ride away from ther
camp. We ketched him jest in thei- nick of time."
"Tha: is untrue," spoke up the bound man,
whose face had lighted up the instant he found
he had someone· to take his part. "I had no
intentions of leaving thP camp. It seems that
these men found the horse saddled and tied to a
tree close to my shanty. I give you my word
of honor that I didn't know the horse was there.
I am innocent, of the charge, and if you will give
me time I will prove it, for there are two or three
miners who can testify that I have not been away
from my claim all day."
Young Wild West looked at him keenly while
he was talking. The boy had met so many
miners and border men in his travels bhat he had
learned how to judge their characters by looking
at their faces and from heai-ing them talk.
"Boys," the young deadshot observed, as he
nodded to the three cowboys, "suppose you tell us
what the evidence against this man is."
"Well," said one of them as he dismounted from
his broncho, "all we know about it is that we
was here when that feller come in an' said as
how his horse was missin'. I asked him why
he didn't hunt around for ther nag, an' then we
offered ter help him look for it. We didn't look
much, but somehow we wasn't long in findin' ther
horse with ther saddle an' bridle on him, jest a~
you see him now, tied in ther bushes behind a
shanty over there. Ther man we've got here occupies ther shanty, so that felier," pointing to
Jerry Scott, "said right away that he had heard
that ther feller was thinkin' of leavin' ther camp.
That made it look as though he had stole ther
horse an' was goin' ter ride away aftel' .:;.1t:-t.
That's about all ther evidence there is, young
feller."
"Well, you don't think that is evidence enough
to hang the man, do you?"
"Well, no," and the cowboy shook his head. "I
.
·
s'pose he oughter be given a show."
"What do you think about it?" the boy asked
'
·
nodding t() one of the others.
''I thing he oug·hter have a show, 'cause there
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nin't no real proof , that he took ther horse,"
wag the reply.
"And' vou?" to the third.
"I'm of ther same opinion, young feller."
"All right. I hardly think it is necessary to
ask the opinions of the others, for I have made
up my mind that they are a bad set. They will
all go against the prisoner, of course."
"You kin bet your life we will, youngster,'.'
Jen-v Scott ·answered, savagely. "vVe know for
sartin that Bill Galvin stole Harpy's horse, an'
he's g-ot ter suffer for it."
"My friend,'' said the boy, a smile showing on
his handsome face as he looked at the speaker,
"you saw what _iust happened to one of your
frir..nd , didn't you?"
There was a short silence, and then the prop1ietor of the saloon called out from the doorway:
"Jerrv. ther boy-what's spcakin' to yer now is
Young Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot. I
reckon you had better go a little slow."
Hardly a man who heard this did not give a
Rtart of surprise. Harpy, who had now partly
recovered, stood a little distance back of the rest.
His revolver lay upon the ground where it had
dropped.
"So vom· name is Young Wild West, eh?" said
Jerry Scott, after a,.. nause.
"I reckon you are right,'' was the reply. "But
what has that got to do about- it? The question
i~. are you going to give this man a chance to
defend hnnself, or do vou' mean to hang him without delay?"
"He's got to have a chance," shouted one of the
cowboys in a determined voice. "I believe in a
s(luare deal for evervbody, I do."
The other two took up the cry, while the
vill~ins remained silent.
"Well, gentlemen," said Wild, who now felt that
he had the- situation well in hand, "I reckon the
quickest way to settle this is to put Harpy on
the stand. Excuse me for acting as judge, but
I am going to do it, just the same. Step forward,
Mr. Harpy."
The viliain obeyed, his face very white, for he
no doubt feared that the young deadshot might
fire at him again.
"Pi<!k up vour gun, and put it away."
Harpy quickly stopped and took the gun from
the ground. He dropped it into the holster at his
1,ide anrl then stood meekly before Young Wild
West.
"Now then," said the boy sternly, "do you. think
that thi~ man stole your horse?"
"I don't know how I kin think any other way,"
was the reply.
"What makee you think so?"
"Well, I found ther horse behind his shanty."
"You will admit that it might be possible that
someone else took the horse there, won't you?"
"\Veil, I s'pose it could happen, but I'm satisa
fied that Bill Garvin stole my horse an' meant
ter ride away from ther camp to-night. He's got
about all he kin git out of his claim, I s'pose, an'
lie thought it would be a good idea ter light out."
"Don't you think I have got all I expect to get
from my claim," spoke up the accused man.
"There is plenty there yet, and I mean to work
it until I have cleaned it up pretty well."
"Come on boys, what's ther use of doin' any
more tallr!n1'l" said J eny Scott, suddenly. "It

seems that this boy has got ther re<:t believin'
ther same way he does, an' if we don't want ter
git into a fight, ther best thing we kin do is ter
go away about our business."
"Gentlemen," said our hero, as he drew his
hunting knife and stepped toward the nrisoner,
"I reckon ·we can set this man free. No doubt
he is willin' to give his word that he will not
attempt to leave the camp until the matter is
settled."
"I will give you my word on that," declared
Galvin.
"Cut him loose, Young Wild West,'' one of the
cowboys called out.
This the boy quickly did, and Galvin stepped
toward the tavern, a free man. The four villains
did not wait a second longer, but turned and
walked rapidly away from the spot.
"I'm glad to meet you, Mr. Galvin,'' Young
Wild West said, as he stepped forward and took
the miner's hand. "I am well satisfied that vou
are innocent of the charge. I also believe that
the four men who accused you are no good. I
am a stranger here, and maybe you all may think
I am talking a little too fast, and possibly -a little
too plain. But I can't help that. I was born
that way, I suppose, and what I think must come
out, when I get ready to talk."
"\Veil, I 1·eckon when you say them four galoots
is no good you about hit ther nail on ther head,"
a miner spoke up. "I don't know as they ever
done anything tt> me, but I don't like them,
'cause tr.ey want ter run things their own w:iy
once in a while in ther camp."
"Well, if you will excuse us for a while we will
go over and see about getting our camp into
shape. I think Mr. Galvin is quite safe here,
and that everything will turn out all right. ,Just
to show that I am much interesterl in this affair,
I w·ill stay he1·e long enough to try and clear it
up. The thing to do now is to find out who
took the horse and tied it behind the accused
man's shanty. Gentlemen, I reckon that won't
be hard to do."
So saying, the boy turned and walked away,
leading his horse toward the spot where the
girls and two Chinamen were alreadv busy at
fixing up the camp. Young Wild West's two
partners followed him. The three quickly reached
the camp, and then Young Wild West's goldenhaired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, looked at
him with a smile and said:
''Well, Wild, what is the trouble now? I see
you made them release-the prisoner."
·
"Well, Et, I was satisfied right at the start
that the man was innocent of stealing the hor$e,
so it was no more than right that I should make
them release him. The four men you saw sneaking away are a set of scoundrels, I am certain.
Of course they will try to make trouble for me
now, but that's all right. I am rather glad of it
for there is nothing like excitement to keep a
fellow going. We will stop here long enough to
prove the man's innocence, and then we will start
out for somewhere else."
"That's what's ther ::natter," Cheyenne Charlie
called out, waving his hat. "'Vhoopee, whoopee I
Wow, wow! I reckon Red Flat ain't i:sich a slow
place, after all."
"It seems- to have the usual quota of bad men,
anyhow," Jim Dart added, with a smile.
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The other two girls belonging to our hero's
party were Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
The two Chinamen, who were putting the finishing touches to the tents that had bl;!en erected,
·were brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
The former was the handy man of the party,
while the latter acted in the capacity of cook.
Besides .b eing a handy man with the horses and
doing his share of the work, Hop fuTnished no
little amusement for our friends. His wonderful
ability to do sleight-of-hand tricks, and his love
for practical joking made him really a valuable
asset to the party. The fact was that he was an
exception to his race, and those of our readers
who a1·e not already aware of this will surely
find it out to their full satisfaction later on.
After they had told the girls all about what had
happened, though the fact was that they saw
pretty well what was going on from the camping spot, our hero and his partners were not
long in putting things in shape. Hop Wah had
Jl-0 sooner finished his work than he stepped up
smilingly to the young deadshot and said:
"Misler Wild, me gottee lillee pain, so be. Me
likee go gittee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"Shet up, you foolish heathen," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, sharply. "That excuse is played
out long ago. You're bound to liquor up every
chance yer git, so what's ther use of sayin' that
you have got a pain, an' tryin' ter make out you
take it for medicine?',....
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no say
anythling to you, so be; me talkee to Misler
Wild."
"Well, if you go over there, just see to it that
you don't get into any trouble _with the miners
and cowboys," our hero answered, with a smile.
"Don't get in any gambling game with those
who are now there, for · I am satisfied that they
are a pretty honest set of men. You hear what
I say, Hop?"
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild. Me velly goodee
Chinee, so be."
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, as he was
often called, quickly left the spot and walked toward the tavern. It was not long before the cook,
,ving Wah, started a fire, and as soon as it had
burned so there ' were plenty of live coals, he put
in his potatoes to bake and turned his attention
to preparing the muffins and meats he proposed to
cook for the evening meal.

CHAPTER III.-Claim 19 Is "Jumped."
Though he had been completely subdued by
Young Wild West, Jerry Scott had not given up
his determination to gain possession of Bill Galvi:r:i's claim. When he proposed to leave the spot
he had it in his mind to go direct to the claim
and take possession of it. As soon as the four
villains were far enough away so as to not be
heard by those in front of the tavern, Scott looked cautiously over his shoulder, and then with a
satisfied nod, exclaimed :
"Boys, we're goin' to have Claim No. 19 in
spite of Young Wild ·West or anyone else in
ther land. You said you would all stick to me,
so·now is your chance ter keep your word. Come!

We'll go straight. ter the1· claim an' take possession of it."
"Jest what I was thinkin' about," Harpy spoke
up, with a nod of approval. "Bill Galvin ain't
there now, an' since my horse was cau.11:ht on
his premises jest as though he meant ter leave,
I reckon he'll have a _m ighty hard time of g-ettin'
his claim back. Jump it, that's what I say."
"Me, too," declared Jasper.
"Good enough," Joe added, quickly.
For the first time since he had been cut short
by the dashing boy, Jerry Scott's face took on a
smile.
"It's all right, boys," he said. "I'm mighty
glad .ter know that there ain't none of yer what's
squealin'. I s'pose yer all know that we'll have
a fight afore very long, but that claim's goin'
ter be ours. Might is right, as I've heard said
some time or other in ny life, an' this is goin' ter
•
be a case when we'll prove it."
"I heard someone say that possession is nine
points of ther law," Harpy added, with a grin.
"That's so," one of the &thers observed, with a
chuckle. "Jerry, I reckon you had better stop
in your· shanty an' git all ther cartridges you
have got there, 'cause most likely there'll be some
shootin' done. But it seems that there's plenty
pf rocks on Claim No: 19, so it won't take us ·
very long ter fix up a regular fort. Then let Bill Galvin come an' try ter drive us off it."
"Yes, an' let him bring Young Wild West an'
his pards with him, if he wants ter," added the
leader, with a savage grimace. "I don't know
how you feel about that boy, Harpy, but I sartinly hate him like pizen. I'd shoot him down
ther minute I got a chance, I would."
"Well, I'm only waitin' for ther chance, Jerry,"
was the reply. "You jest let me alon-e, an' see
how I'll fix ther young galoot. He might be a
deadshot, an' all that, but I reckon there's t_imes
·
when he ain't lookin'."
The four had to pass Jerry's shanty on their
way, 80 they stopped there and gathered up the
few things that the villain thought might be of
use to them. They were willing to give up to
Galvin what was in his shanty, and, if neeessary,
he could take the shanty, too. But the claim
they now figured was theirs, because they were
taking possession of it. There are many cases
on record where just such things as we are describing have happened. Usually the claim jumpers won out, too, for they seldom attempted a
thing of _the kind unless they knew they had the
best of it. As soon as they reached the claim
they looked about for a spot that would enable
them to hide and shoot from behind the rocks in
case an attack was made upon them. There was
such a place within a few yards of the shanty,
so here Jerry Scott conducted his companions.
"Now, then, boys," said he, "I reckon you had
better sorter fix up things a little. I'm goin'
over to ther shanty now, an' I think I'll put a
placard on it announcin' that unless ther owner
comes ter take it away inside of twenty-foul'
hours, he can't have it."
"Kin you write all that down, so it will be
understood, Jerry?" Joe asked.
"I reckon . I kin. I used to be quite a scholar
when I went to school. You jest wait an' see.
I'll show yer somethin'."
When he saw that his three companions were
/
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making hurried efforts to fortify their positions
a gain st an attack, Jerry walked leisurely to ~he
~hanty. The door was open, and after peenng
inside as though he half expected to see someone
there ;:eady to shoot him, he stepped cautiously
in. Probably Bill Galvin had the best fitted
bachelor apartments the mining camp of Red Flat
posses~ed. There was a certain degree of neatness about it, and even Jerry was forced to give
,. nod of approval as he looked the interior of
the shanty over.
Tacked to the ba1·e boards, for of cour e there
were no such thing as walls in the shanty, were
several lithographs, and after he had looked them
ever the villain ripped one of them down and
found it to possess a plain white back. A bottle
of ink and a pen were upon a shelf, with two or
three books, and when he saw the ink Jerry
nodded in a pleased way and nossessed himself of
it. The pen he had no use for, since that would
not make the characters he purposed to write
upon the back of the lithograph plain enough, so
he chewed a stick into the form of a rude brush,
and then scrawled out the following:
NOTICE!
Ther man as built this shanty has got twentyfour hour~ ter take it away in. If it's not removed in that time it'll become ther possession
of these who have taken Claim No. 19.
(Signed) Jerry Scott.
When he had permitted the ink to dry, the
claim jumper carried his placard outside and
tacked· it to the door of the shanty, which he
took pains to close.
"Here yer are, boys," he called out, with a
laugh. "See if yer kin read that sign ."
All of them could read it except the villain
called Joe. He shook his head and grinned, when
he heard one of the others slowly read off the
notice, however. But he seemed to be more
thoughtful than the others, even if he could not
read, for suddenly he scratched his head and observed:
"See here, Jerry, how is anyone goin' ter read
that there notice unless they come up here by ther
cloor of ther shanty?"
"By jingo! I never thinght of that," was the
reply. "They'll sartinly have ter git on ther
claim ter read it, sure enough."
"An' if they git that far most likely they'll
make it putty hot for us," put in Harpy. "Jerry,
I reckon you had better put a sign up a little·
further away."
"\Vell, I kin do that, too," was the reply,
and the leader again entered the shanty.
He found another picture that would answer
the purpose for a sign, so he wrote a similar
notice, stating that the shanty of Claim No. 19
must be removed within twenty-four hours or the
owner would lose all claim upon it. This he took
a little beyond the line of the claim and tacked
to a tree.
"There! I xeckon that will do," he said. "But
we'll leave ther one on ther door 1·ight where it
is, too."
About half an hour after the two placards had
ben put up, Bill Galvin_ and two other miners
wel'e seen approaching.
"Now then, boys, I reckon ther fun is goin'

ter begin," observed the leaoer, with a grin.
"Don't none of yer say a word, but let me do
ther talkin'."
As the four were hiding behind the rocks the
approaching men did not see them, and it was
not until they paused to read the notice on the
tree that Jerry Scott showed himself. Then he
walked boldly toward them.
"What do you think of that?" he asked, with
a villainous grin. "Galvin, you have lost your
claim. You showed that you was goin' ter give
it up when you had ther horse all ready ter ride
away. I'm one of ther owners of it now, an' if
you think that you have got any more title ter it,
you'll have ter fight it out, that's all."
"You don't mean that, do you, Jerry?" the
astonished miner gasped, as he looked at him in
surprise.
"Well, I reckon yer kin hear, can't you?"
"Oh, yes, my ears are pretty good yet."
"Well, then, don't ask any further questions.
I'll bet you ain't filed your papers with ther
government yet so yon can hold this here claim,
so what are yer goin' ter do about it?"
"I would have filed my papers long ago, but
the claim agent hasn't been around," Galvin
answered, slowly. "But you can't take my prop. erty from me in this way, Jerry Scott."
"I've already took it, Galvin, so yer may as
well give in an' be done with it. I don't want
your shanty nor what's in it, an' I'll give you
permission ter take it away, provided you do it
inside of twenty-four hours."
"What do you think of this, boys?" Galvin
asked, turning to his two companions.
"I think it's a bare-faced robbery," one of them
retorted, while the other remained silent.
"Yer do think that, eh?" said Jerry, touching
the butt of his revolver. "Well, you jest say
that again an' I'll put a hole through yer. I
reckon you know me, Dan Foster."
It was evident that the man called Dan Foster
was afraid of the desperado, for he simply shrugged _his s~oulders and turned from the spot.
Galvm hesitated a moment, and then said something in a low tone to his companion and followed. As the three walked hurriedly back toward the Alkali Tavern, Jerry Scott broke into a
laugh.
"Boys, it was somewhat easier than I thought
ii would be," he said, as he hurried back to them.
"Bill Galvin ain't got no title to this claim at
all, so we kin keep it as long as we want ter.
By ther time ther government man gits around
ter file ther claim papers we'll have it putty well
cleaned out, anyhow. Ther dust here is mostly
on ther surface, anyhow. It's all placer minin',
so all we've got ter do is to work a little harder
than we have been in ther habit of doin' an'
'
we'll git a good pile out of it."
The three villains cheered him for this, for
they no doubt felt that they really had as much
title to the claim as anyone else, and they acted
as though they could defend it with their lives,
almost. After he had thought for a few minutes
Jerry Scott said:
"Boys, you all heard Galvin say he didn't have
papers ter show a title for this here claim, didn't
you?"
"Yes," came the unanimous 1·eply.
"Well, I'm goin' over ter ther tavern an' hear
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what he's got ter say about it. It won't do to
act as though we're afraid that we've done a
wrong- thing in takin' possession here. I don't
care if Young Wild West an' his pards interfere
or not. You kin bet I won't say anything or do
anything ter git in trouble with 'em. I know
when I'm well off, so I'll jest talk a, little an'
hear what they say. Ther res t of you stay
right here, though. ~on't leave ther shanty under no circumstances.
The villain was not long in walking over to the
tavern. When he got there he found the three
cowboys there laughing and joking with a Chinaman
The Chinaman was no other than Hop
Wah, who had been at the tavern some little
time amu sing himself "vith those he found ther e.
The villain looked at them scornfully, and nodding to Bill Hodge, the proprietor of the place,
he said:
"Was Bill Galvin he1·e since he come away a
little while ago?"
"No, Jerry," was the reply. "But I seen him
· goin' over to Young Wild West's camp a few
minutes ago. He had a couple of ther boys with
him, too. I s anything wrong?"
- "Well, there- might be somethin' wrong with
him, even if he did escape bein' lynched. He's
lost his claim."
"Lost his claim!" echoed the proprietor. "What
do you mean by that, Jerry?"
"Well I mean jest this : Bill Galvin ain't J;?;ot
no pape;·s ter show that he's ther owner of Claim
No. 19, ar.' since he was ready ter leave, a s ther
saddled horse plainly told, me an' three of my
-pards has took possession. We own that claim
now, an' we're goin ' ter hold it till ther government puts us off."
"Thunder!" exclaimed Hodge. "I reckon that's
purty bad on Galvin."
"Well it ain't no more than he's deservin' of,
anyhow: He sartinly stole Harpy's horse. an' if
Young Wild West mam,ged ter keep him from
bein' lynched, he's gittin' some punishment, anyhow."
"You knowee Young ·wild \,Ve;;;t?" spoke up the
clever Chinee, a bland smile on his yellow countenance, a s he stepped forwa rd.
"What's that yqer say, heathen? " growled the
villain.
·
"You knowee Young Wild West?" repeated
Hop.
"What's it your business whether I know him
or not?"
"Young Wild West all ee samee shootee velly
muchee stlaight, so be."
"Well, if you don't get out of here inside of
ten second.s, I'll show you how straight I kin
shoot, hel().then."
J errv pulled a gun a s he spoke, and leveled
it at the Chinaman.
"Hip hi! Lookee outtee !" cried the Celestial,
as though he was t erribly frightened.
Then he made a bolt fol' the door and ran a s
though for his life. But he ran on around the
side of the building and paused at the rear door,
and if the leader of the claim .iumrlhs could have
seen him just then he would not have thought
that he was very much frightened. On the contrary, there wa:- a smile that was "child-like and
bland" on the visage of the Chinaman. Jerry
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put his revolver away, bursting into a hoarse
laugh .:15 he did so.
"I reckon that heathen won't stop runnin' till
he gits to Young Wild We t's camp," he observer!.
'•Give us a drink, Bill. Come, boys. Yer all
sorter went against me this afternoon, but I
reckort I'll stand treat, anyhow."
The last was addressed to the three cowboys.
"See here," said one of them, a little sha.rplv,
"you had no right ter run that Chinee out ther
way yer did. He's a putty good heathen, as far
as we could see, an' we was havin' a lot of fun
with him. You kin bet your life that vou wouldn't
have shot him if he had stayed here 'cause I'J
have shot you first, Jerry Scott_;, '
"What!" cried the desperado, leaping back and
grabbing for his gun. "You would have shot me,
would yer·1 Why I'll--"
"Hold on there!" exclaimed the cowboy, and
then Scott saw a revolver pointed straight at his
breast. "Yer don't think I'd talk that way if I
wasn't ready for yer, do yer?" he added with a
smile. "Now then, don't yer think that you're
goin' ter run this here camp, 'cause we've ·found
out morn about yer this afternoon than we eve.knowed afore. We happen ter know that you
ain't got ma ny friends here, Jerry Scott ·an'
that ·why I'm talkin' to yer th is way. You' t a ke
yo_u~ ha_nd off of that gun right away, or somethm will happen right now. Maybe you're a
mighty quick shot, but I reckon i•ve g·ot ther
drop on yer."
There was notl1ing to do but to let go of his
revolver, and Scott did this with a grimace.
"'J\l'ell, there ain't no use in havin' any won.l s
about it," he said, after a pause. "Come on all'
have a drink, anyhow."
At this juncture the rear door opened and in
step~ed Hop Wah, puffing away at a cigar and
sm1lmg sweetly.
"Blamed if that heathen ain't come in he re
again!" cried Scott, a s he stepped into the center
of the room and made a move to grab his r evolver. The cowboys were about to interfere.
but before they could do so Hop t h rew somethin <>
that hit the villain . quarely in the stoma ch~
Bang! A loud explosion sounded, and Jerry Scott
uttered a yell and tumbled backward to the floor.

CHAPTER IV.-A Hungry Boy.

It was not sti·ange that Bill Galvin shoul {
think of going straight to Young Wild \''e,st
afte~ he found that claim jumpers ha d po .s~n · ~ 1
of his property. Though somewhat d: ,;,n,,
:,t
the unexpected action of the villains, t he 1, i::er
had hope~ that he would yet regain pos~ess:on.
"We'll go and tell Young Wild West abou t it
right away, boys," he said to his two compa nion ~
"I r eckon he's the best one to go to. "
··
"Sartinly he is," Dan Foster declared. "Anvone a s kin lay it down ter Jerr y Scott ther way
he did oughter be able ter straighten thing·s ury
for yer. Why, Jerry is mortally afraid of that
boy. I reckon he has a 1·ight ter be, 'cause if he
tried ter do any shootin' when Young Wild West
was layin' it down to him he would ;c:artinly have
got his medicine."
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"He knows that all right," the other miner
said.
"I am satisfied that Harpy took his horse
there himself now," Galvin observed, as they
walked rapidly in the direction of the camp of
our friends. "It was a job put up on me so
they could get hold of my claim. I have noticed
for some time that Jerry Scott has been nosing
around watching me a good deal. He is satisfied there is plenty of gold dust there and he
wants it. Well, I suppose there is going to be a
big time before I get possession again. But that's
all right. I have got two things to do now.
One is to prove my innocence in the horse stealing business, and the other is to get possession
of my elaim. We'll go and tell Young Wild
We t all about it and see what he says."
The three were not long in reaching the camp.
Wild and his companior,s were taking it ea!ly,
for the afternoon was pretty well gone, and the
supper that the cook was preparing would soon
be ready. When they saw Galvin and his companions approaching hurriedly they all knew
right away that something was wrong. Wild
quickly sprang to his feet and walked out to meet
them.
"Hello, boys!" he said, in his cool and easy
way. "Something appears to be wrong. What
is it?"
"My claim has been jumped by the four galoots
that wanted to hang me for something I never
did," Galvin answered, quickly.
"What!" exclaimed the boy, in astonishment.
''They've jumped your claim, eh?"
"Yes, that's what they've done," spoke up
Foster, with a nod of his head. "They knowed
that Bill's claim was ther best payin' one in ther
whole camp, an' now they've gone an' took possession of it. They even put up a notice for him
to come an' take away his shanty inside of twenty-:(our hours, too."
"Well, that is what I call great!" our hero
exclaimed, shaking his head. "I think I can see
through the whole thing now. One of them took
the horse there himself. He wanted to make it
appea1· that you were going to sneak away. If
they would have hanged you for stealing the
horse it would have been all right, for then I suppose they could have taken possession of the
claim without opposition. But, Mr. Galvin, you
needn't worry. We will help you get your claim
back, and don't you forget it."
•
"I knew you would, Young Wild West," the
miner answered, hopefully. "You have already
been a mighty big friend to me, and I'm going to
see to it that you get well paid for it before you
go away from here. I have been a pret~y lucky
miner, I have, and I'm net mean when 1t comes
to paying anything I owe. I consider I owe you a
big amount, and you'll get it if I can get my
claim back. I have got more than five thousand
dollars worth of gold buried under my shanty at
this minute. I suppose I can get that away if
I go there inside of twenty-four hours, according to what the notice says, and what Jerry Scott
told us."
"Well, you leave it just where it is. I reckon
you will have your claim before twenty-four
hours is up."
"The w01·st part of it is," and Galvin's face
assumed a serious look, "I ain't filed my claim

papers yet. It happens that I ·wasn't here when
the agent came a1·ound the last time, so I ain't
got anything to show that I owe the claim, any
more than it's staked out. It wouldn't be right
for me to ask the boys here to help me."
"Well, you have asked me to help you, haven't
you?"
·
"Yes, I have, and you have said you would,
too."
"Well, you can bet on it that we'll have your
claim for you inside of twenty-four hours. Now
don't you worry a bit. I will show you how we'll
capture the claim."
"If yer want any help you kin get plenty of
it, 'cause there's lots of miners here who would
fight for Bill Galvin," declared Dan Foster.
"Jerry Scott an' them galoots he's got with him
ain't no good, anyhow. If it kin be proved that
they put up a job to hang Bill, so they could
git his claim, I reckon they'll be ther ones ter
git hanged instead."
"An' they won't be long gittin' it, either," the
other miner chipped in.
It was at that moment that a loud report sounded from the direction of the shanty tavern. Young
Wild West and his companions knew right away
who had caused it. Hop had gone there, and so
well were they acquainted with his ways of doing
things that it was easy to imagine that he had
exploded a cracker, for he always had some
home-made fireworks in his possession.
"That. heathen is havin' some fun over there,
I reckon," observed the scout, as the three miners
looked dismayed when they saw smoke pouring
from the door of the bar-room. "Don't think
ther buildin' is wrecked or anything like that.
Hop Wah done that."
"So one of your Chiname;1 done that, hey?" Dan
Foster asked, a grin showing on his face. "Wha1;
do yer s'pose he done it for?"
"Jest to have some fun, most likely," and turning to Wild, the scout added: "S'pose we go over
there an' see what's goin' on, anyhow."
"A good idea, Charlie. Come on, gentlemen."
The miners were quite willing to go with them,
so leaving Jim in charge of the camp, our hero
led the way toward the tavern. As they neared
it they heard loud and excited voices, but no
one came out. When Wild finally entered the
building he saw Jerry S11ott standing at one end
of the 1·oom, his hands up, while two cowboys
were covering him with their guns. Hop was
standing calmly at the bar, puffing away at a
big black cigar, and near him was the third cowboy.
"Hello, Misler Wild," the Celestial called out,
blandly. "You lillee too late to see um fun. Um
big galoot allee samee wantee shootee me, but
me comee in flom um back way and allee samee
chuckee big fireclacker at him. Um fireclacker
go bang, and he fallee down velly muchee scared,
so be. Jelly Scott no goodee. He gittee up
pletty quickee and len he wantee shootee me. But
um cowboys allee samee tlue blue. Ley likee
poor Chinee, and ley allee samee makee him
holdee ur, him, hands. Lookee, Misler Wild!
Jelly Scott velly muchee bad man, so be."'
"I see," and the young deadshot gave a nod of
approval. "Put away your guns, boys. I reckon
that scoundrel is quite harmless. If he dares to
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touch a hand to his gun I will let a streak of
daylight th1·ough him."
The cowboys · nodded and dropped their revolvers into the holsters. Then Scott slowly lowered his hands and sat down in a chair. He was
too much frightened to walk out just then, for
no doubt he was afraid of being shot at if he
did so. Hop quickly told how the villain had
threatened to shoot him when he first saw him,
and wbat lrad followed. The boy could not help
laughing, for he k11ew how clever the Chinaman
was at doing; such things. It appeared that the
cracker he hurled at Scott exploded just about
the time it hit him, and when he went to the
floor no doubt the claim jumper thought he had
been kill~d. It took some little time for him . to
find out that he was not hurt, and then he undertook to get a shot at the Chinaman. But the
cowboys would not stand for anything like this,
so he was quickly -cowed.
"Well, Jerry Scott," said Wild, as he turned to
the rascally miner, "I hear that you have taken
possession of Bill Galvin's claim."
"Well, I reckon I've got as much right to it
as anyone else," was the rather slow reply.
"You thing so, eh'?"
"Yes, he ain't got no title ter Clafin No. 19,
has he'?"
"Well that may be true, but I think the Government will bear him out if it comes to the point.
You went to the claim while he was away and
took possession. If that sort of thing was allowed it would be quite easy to take any claim
you took a notion to. A man certainly .an't be
on his property all the time. :fie must go aw~r
at various times if for nothing else but to obtam
supplies at the store. I think you had better
vacate the claim right away."
"That claim belongs to me and three others,"
Jerry retorted, doggedly. "We all believe that
we've a right ter it, since possession is nine
points of ther law. We're goin' ter stay there
unless someone drives us away."
"Well, someone will drive you away quick
enough if you don't get killed before you get
away. Now you can do as you like about this,
but I will tell you right to your face that I am
going to capture that claim. I am going to take
the law in my own hands in this case, and if you
want to put up a fight you have a perfect right
to do so. Now then, you get out of here. I don't
own this tavern, but I am going to run thing·s
here for a few minutes, anyhow. When I count
three if you are not outside I am going to shoot
the heels off your boots."
The young deadshot coolly cirew a revolver
and waved it back and forth, the muzzle potnted
in the direction of the villain. Scott lost no
time in getting upon his feet. He moved rather
slawly towa1·d the door, keeping his eyes fixed on
the boy meanwhile. But he showed no signs of
putting up a fight, and when the cowbo:ys_ saw
Ji.ow frightened he looked they laughed der1S1vely.
"One!" said the young deadshot.
Jerry took two or three more steps.
"Two!"
The villain hurried a little now. Just as he
was within three feet of the open door Wild
called out, loudly:
"Three!"
Scott made a leap and cleared the thresflold,
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but his feet scarcely touched the ground wl~e'1
Wild fired. The bullet hit the heel of the left
boot, and with a yell of fright the villainous
miner started to run. · Crack! Wffir',,fired again
just to keep him going, and clipped a piece from
the other boot-heel.
"Hip hi! Hoolay!" shouted Hop Wah, and
then he rushed outside and hurled something
after the fleeing claim jumper.
It was another cracker, and it exploded in the
air about six feet behind him. Bang! As the
report rang out Scott stumbl1:.d over a stone and
fell flat upon the ground. Then the three_cow••
boys, followed by Cheyenne Charlie, ran outside
and began shooting all around the villain. Yelling with terror, he scrambled to his feet and
made a spurt to get away. Probably he never
ran faster in his life, and with the derisive shouts
and peals of laughter ringing in his ea1·s, he
made a bee-line for the claim he had jumped but
a short time before. Almost out of breath, he
finally joined his three companions, who had been
watching him as he approache~.
· "What happened ter yer, Jerry'?" Harpy asked,
his face rather pale. "Young Wild West after
yer, I s'pose."
"Yes, you've hit ther nail 1·ight on ther head,
Harpy," and so saying, the leader of the claim
jumpers dropped upon a rock to regaip his
breath.
It was two or three minutes before he was able
to tell what had happened, and when he had
done so his companions were plainly very uneasy.
"He says he's goin' ter capture ther claim,
boys," the leader said, after a pause. "He told
me I'd better vacate, but I'll never do that as
long as I'm able to lift a gun. It's ther best
payin' clai_m in Red Flat, as I've said afore, an'
as you all know putty -well. We've got it now,
an' we would be fools ter give it up."
"I'll stick to yer," declared the one called Joe,
nodding his head doggedly.
"An' so will I," declared Jasper.
"We'll all stick, of course," Harpy added. "But
I think we had bette1_. git to work an' gather
together what gold dust we kin an' git it in
bags, so it will be easy ter git away with. It
may be that we might have ter light out in a
hurry, yer know."
·
"Well, you three fellers start right in an' sift
out some of ther dirt that Galvin dug up this
mornin'. I'll see about gittin' some supper ready. ·
It won't be long afore it's time to eat.'' As they had brought picks and shovels, as well
as pans to wash the dirt in with them, there was
nothing to prevent the villains from striking 1·ight
in. They had not been at work more than ten
minutes when Scott, who was in the act of kindling a fire to fry some bacon and boil a pot of coffee, saw a lean-looking mustang come trotting
up, a boy in rather ragged apparel upon its back.
It was plain that the boy had been suffering· irreat
hardships for his face was pale ·and thin, and he
appeared to be almost half starved.
"Excuse me, sir," he said, mildly, "but will you
give me something to eat'? I have not had a
square meal in three days. I got lost in the
-mountains here, and it was only about an hour
ago that I found a trail. My water gave out
this morning, so if you will give me a drink first
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I wiJl be very thankful to you. I am willing to
work if I can get anything to do."
"All right, kid," Scott answered, quickly, for it
struck him right away that the boy's services
might be very valuable to them, since they wanted
to gather together what dust they could in a
hurry. "We'll give yer what yer want ter eat
an' drink, an' a job, too. Git off that nag an'
come right here."
A look of jov shone in the boy's eyes as he
dismounted. He was quite weak, and he eagerly
drank the water the leader of the claim jumpers
brought to him.
"Now then, sit down, kid," said Scott. "Jest
as soon as I kin git somethin' cooked for yer
you're goin' ter have all yer want ter eat, though
I've heard say it ain't well to overload your
stomach, especially when you ain't eat nothin'
in quite some time. What's your name, kid?"
"Harry Galvin," was the reply. "I am looking
for my uncle, William Galvin, who is supposed
to be located somewhere in this part of the country. Do you happen to know him?"
"Well there was a man here named Bill Galvin,
but he's' left," lied the villain, shaking his head.
"But that's all right. Maybe you'll be able to
find him in a day or two. But jest stay right
here with us. We'll give yer work for two or
three days, an' then we'll help yer find your uncle
-maybe."
"Th:ink you, Mr.--"
"Scott's my name, Jerry Scott, an' I'm what
yer call ther leader of this here camp, which is
Red Flat."
"Red Flat, that's it!" exclaimed the boy, his
eyes brightening. "That's where I heard my
uncle was working. How was he when you saw
him last?"
"Fine," and Jerry smiled in a peculiar sort of
way. "He got in a little trouble about stealin' a
horse, I heard, an' it's generally s'posed that he's
left ther camp."
"My uncle in trouble for stealing a horse!"
echoed the boy, in surprise.
"It sorter seems that way, kid. But never
mind. That ain't got nothin' ter do with you.
You're goin' ter git plenty to eat in a very few
minutes."
The leader of the claim jumpers had already
placed a frying-pan over the fire, and he now
',)laced some strips of bacon into it. He was
not long in fl'ying the bacon, and then he got
some very stale bread that must have been in
the camp for a long while, and told the boy to
go ahead and eat. The invitation was accepted,
and so:m Harry Galvin felt much better. He drank
plenty of water, and when a cup of coffee was
finally given him, he declared that. he had sufficient for the present. All this time Scott's companions had been busy at work, and they were
not aware that Scott had a visitor to entertain.
It was not until their supper was ready that
they found it out, and when Jerry explained to
them that the boy was a nephew of Bill Galvin,
and that he had come there half starved and
wanted work, they were not a little surprised.
Rut they agreed with their leader when he said
1hat therr ,Yas plenty of work right on Claim
No. 19 for the boy,

CHAPTER V.-The Two Strangers.
"Well, Mr. Galvin," said Wild, as they watched
Jerry Scott running as though for his life, "I
reckon we won't bother with the claim jumpers
just now. It will soon be supper time, and after
we have eaten we will talk the matter over and
see what is to be done. I'd like to have you
go t'o the camp with us and remain for a while."
"I'll accept the invitation, Young Wild West,"
the miners retorted quickly. "I don't s'pose it
will be very safe for me to go back to my shanty
to cook supper just now."
"But you have got ther right to go an' git
'Yhat you want from ther shanty, accordin' to
what ther notice reads," spoke up one-of the two
who had been with him when they were met by
Scott.
"That's all right," our hero said, smiling at the
speaker. "But it won't be necessary fo1· you to
go over there iust iiow. We will leave the claim
jumpers to themselves for a while."
"Bill, you're welcome to get supper here, an' it
won't cost you a cent," the owner of the tavern
declared, nodding to the miner. "You ain't never
been an awful good customer of mine, but I
don't think none ther less of you for it. I'm
satisfie:i that you never stole ther horse, an'
you're jest as welcome to YO\!l' supper here, an'
your lodgin', too, for that matter, as any man
could be."
"Well, I think I'll accept Young Wild West's
iuvitation," Galvin answered, with a smile. "I
don't know as I could do any better, since he has
done a whole lot for me, and I'm sure will do a
whole lot more. He's going to help me prove my
innocence, and at the same time get possession
of my claim. It's too bad that such a thing has
happened, for I cer~ainly never threw a straw in
any m;in's way since I've been here. I've always
tried to mind my own business and work hard.
If I happened to strike a pretty good claim I
can't see why anyone else should be jealous of
me and want to take it from me. Jerry Scott
and two or three more around here have always
seemed to regard me in a spiteful sort of way,
but I've never paid any attention to them, and
stuck strictly to my own affairs. Since it has
gone as far as this, I suppose I will have to fight
for what belongs to me. But with Young Wild
West to lead me on, I am not worrying a greaf
deal. I will get my claim back, and I will prove
that I am no horse thief, too."
"And all before to-morrow noon, too," spoke up
our hero. "We don't -purpose to remain here very
long, but before we go away we are going to
have this business settled up to the satisfaction
of everyone concerned."
"Well, it might not be satisfactory to ther claim
jumpers," said one of the miners with a chuckle.
"If they put up a fight they won't have to be
satisfier!, 'cause they will be dead when this thing
is settled," Cheyenne Charlie chipped in, with a
broad grin on his face.
Wild treated those who were in the place and
then left it, followed by Cheyenne Charlie and
Galvin.
"It's pretty near time for supper, Hop," he
said, as he went out. "l reckon you had better
come along."
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"Me comee pletty soon, . so be, Misler Wild," off," observed one of the cowboys, shaking his
head. "I reckon we had better wait, 'cause maybe
was the retort. "Me no stay velly long."
"Well, all right; see that y-0u do come. You it ain't done yet."
"Lat allee light. Um fireclacker no go bang·!
know Wing won't wait for you."
"Lat allee light.
Me comee velly muchee Me fixee lat. Me gottee um fireclacker in pockee,
so be."
quickee," declared the clever Chinee.
The three went on back to the claim, ·and when
To prove that he had Hop drew it from under
they had taken their departure; Hop turned to his coat and showed it to them.
the two miners and the cowboys, and said:
"Well, it looks jest like ther one yer put on
"N ow len, evelybody havee lillee dlink, so be. ther bar., but I reckon it ain't, though," said the
Me velly smartee Chinee."
proprietor. "It's one that's jest like it, that's
"I reckon· you're a putty funny heathen, any- what it is."
how," one of the cowboys declared, as he looked
"No," and Hop shook his head. "Lis um samee
at the pieces of wastepaper that had been scat- ~~"
tered over the 1100m when the big cracker ex"Blamed if I ain't goin' ter see,~ and stepping
ploded. That was an awful firecracker you set forward in a cautious manner, Hodge
lifted the
off, wasn't it?"
_
handkerchief from the car.
"Lat velly goodee fireclacker. Me workee in
Much to his surprise an empty whisky flask
um factoly in China, and me makee plenty fire- lay there. The cracker had vanished.
clackers and fireworks. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, I'll be blamed!" he exclaimed, looking
"Have yer got any more with yer?" one of the around in astonishment. "That's what I call real
others asked.
magic, boys."
"Me gottee two or thlee," and Hop produced
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee," rean ablong object that was rather clumsily made marked Hop, in his bland style.
and bound with thin cords to make it compact.
. "Say, how did you do that, anyh-0w?" asked
.He took the cigar from his mouth and acted
Dan Foster, who .seemed to rep;ard the sleightas though he was goipg to light the fuse.
"Hold on!" called out Bill Hodge, the pro- of-hand performance in a more serious light than
prietor, "don't set that off in here, will you, Hop? any of the rest did. "I've seen sich things done
at ther shows over in Phoenix, an' I never coulrl
I was jest thinkin' of sweepin' up."
"Allee light, me no settee off, len," and the git it in my head how a feller could do 'em. I
Celestial walked to the bar and placed the cracker may be a thick-head, but I sorter ' think if I was
ter see that done again, I'd catch on."
where everyone might get a ~ood look at it.
"Allee light. Me showee you velly muchee
It certainly looked as though it would make a quick. Now len, you watchee."
very loud report, for it was rather large around.
Hop picked up the empty flask, and slipped it
After.everyone had taken a good look at it Hop under his coat. Then he produced the cracker
again told the boss to put out the drinks. This and told the miner to make a mark on it, so he
was done, and when all hands had partaken of might be sure to recognize it when he saw it
the treat he promptly paid the bill.
again. This Foster did by means of the stub
"Now len," said he, "me showee you velly nicee of a pencil which was- furnisl1ed him by the
lil1ee tlick."
proprietor of the tavern.
Drawing a small powder flask from one of his
"You sure you know um fireclacker when you
pockets, he proceeded to sprinkle a tiny train see some more, so be?" Hop asked.
along the bar, right to where the firecracker lay.
"Yes, I reckon I'll know that cracker, all
Having done this, he tipped the cracker over so right."
the fuse lay right in the train. Then he coolly
"Allee light; now evelybody watchee."
placed his big silk handkerchief over the cracker,
Hop placed the cracker on the bar and then
and after adjusting it to his fuJI satisfaction,
produced his handkerchief again. This he took
stepned back and gave a nod.
"Evelybody watchee," he said. "Me settee um out to show that it contained nothing, talking
p owder afire with um match, and len you see rapidly all the time he was doing it. · •Suddenly
he let the handkerchief drop over the cracker,
s5>methling funny."
"Don't set that thing off on my bar," spoke up and after placing it just · as he wanted it, he
Hodge, anxiously. "You'll fill ther place full of stepped back and rubbed his hands together.
"Now len, when me countee thlee you pickee
smoke an' make a whole lot of dirt."
"Lat allee light, me no makee some dirt, so be. up um handkerchief and you findee um fireclacker
allee samee gone, so be. Um bottle will be lere."
Me velly smartee Chinee."
'!All right, go ahead an' count," and Foster
Hodge must have thought it was useless to say
anything more, so when the Chinaman puffed gave a nod as though he was certain there could
away at his cigar until he got a good coal on be nothing done that he was not aware of this
the end and then reached over to touch it to the time.
powder train, he hastened to get out of the way,
"One!" said Hop, at the same time taking a
as did the rest of the spectators. The Chinaman backward step.
.
no sooner ignited the powder when there was a
"Two!" and then he took a step forward again.
sizzling noise, while a flash ran straight to the
"Thlee!" and he clapped his hands together
handkerchief and underneath it. But that ended sharply.
it. The cracker did not explode.
Foster promptlv stepped forward and lifted
"Me makee lillee smoke, so be, but lat no the handkerchief from the .bar.
hurtee," declared the clever Chinee, rubbing his " "Well, I'll be jiggered!" he exclaimed, as he
. hand antl smiling blandly.
saw the firecracker had· disappeared, and the
"It's mighty funny that ther cracker didn't go whisky flask was there instead.

.
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"Did you see !~ow it was done, Dan?" Hodge
asked, with a grm.
"No. I didn't, an' I was watchin' all ther time.
too. I'm sartin' ther heathen didn't take ther
firecracker a.way."
"Where um fireclacker?" Hop asked, innocently,
as he looked at him.
"I reckon you'll have to answer that question,"
was the reply.
"Maybe you gottee in you pockee, so be."
"Maybe I ain't," was the retort.
"You lookee."
The miner was in his shirt sleeves, and after
feeling all the pockets at his sides, he placed his
hand behind him and touched his h ip pocket. Then
as a puzzled expression came over his face he
drew forth a firecracker.
"Well, here she is, sure enough," he declared.
"I thought I had a plug of tobacker an' a red
handkerchief in that pocket, but here's ther blamP.d firecracker. Yes, it's ther same one, 'cause
there's ther mark I put 6n it.';
Hop took the handker chief from him and carelessly threw it upon the bar.
·
"You liavee um plug tobackee and um handkelchief?" he said, questioningly.
"Yes, I sartinly did a few minutes ago."
"Where ley gone?"
''.! reckon you'll have to answer that question,
too, Mr. Heathen. I'll give in. I thought I could
ketch yei- doin' ther trick, but I couldn't. I'll
ask you no where my tobacker an' my big red
bandana is.''
•
The clever Chinee looked over the floor as
though he was sear~hing for the articles mentioned. But not finding them there he looked at
the puzzled miner and sJ1ook his head in an innocent sort of way.
"Here um handkelchief," he said, suddenly,
and stepping to the bar he picked it up and shook
it out.
,
There lay the man's bandana and his plug of
tobacco. Of course this. was very puzzling and
l!musing to the few spectators. But his sleightcf-hand enabled him to deceive them readily, and
there was really nothing much to the trick, after
all. While they were commenting on it two
horsemen rode up and dismounted before the door
of the tavern.
.
"Strangers, I reckon," remarked the landlord,
as he looked through the wind!)w. "Well, there's
nothing like havin' strangers come here. What
we want is to build up Red Flat as quick as
possible. I kin accommodate them as fast as they
come, 'cause I take pride in runnin' a straight
place."
The strangers quickly entered and strode to
the bar. One of them ordered something to drink,
and after he had paid for it and the glasses had
been emptied, he took a look about the room.
"Quite a hotel you nave got here, boys," he
observed, with a grin. "I suppose you have got
sleping accommodations?"
"Yes, I reckon I have.''
"Well, me and my pard might as .well stop here
for supper and lodgin' and breakfast. How much
are yer goin' ter charge us?"
"I reckon five dollars a piece will about settle
ther bill," answered Bill Hodge.
· ...
"All right; here's your money," and a tentlolla 1: gold piece "·as laid on the bar.·

"Hav:e yer got a book to register our names
in?" asked the man's companion, with a grin.
"Nope; we ain't come to that yet," and the
proprietor grinned also.
"Well, it's all right, anyhow. We've come here
to try our luck at gold mining. It ain't the first
time we hit the trail for a mining camp, and I
don't s'pose it will be the last. We've done a
lot of prospecting in our time, but the funniest
part -of it is that we ain't never got rich yet.
Ha. ha, ha!"
"He, he, he!" giggled Hop, who could not help
trying to attract the attention of the two
strangers.
"What's that, heathen?" the man demanded,
looking at him angrily. "Did you say anything?"
"Me no say somethling," Hop declared, shaking his head.
"But what w~s you laughing at?"
"Me no laughee."
The cowboys and tp.e miners chuckled at this,
for it was surely amusing to them.
"Well, yer laughed, just the same," the
stranger declared, angrily. "I want yer to understand that I don't like no heathen to laugh at
me."
Then he turned to the proprietor and added:
"Do you like this kind of business in your
shanty, boss?"
"Oh, this heathen is all right," Hodge answered,
quickly. "He's ther smartest heathen that ever
sh-uck Red Flat. Yer mustn't mind him for
laughin'."
·
"Me velly goodee Chinee," spoke up Hop, meekly. "Me velly solly me makee you mad.''
"Well. all right, then. I'll look over it this
time. But I don't want no heathen Chinee ter
laugh just 'cause I do. I'm a mighty bad man
when I git started, an' I don't care whether I'm
in a strange place or not. I'd just as lief shoot
as I would eat, an' it makes no difference whether
I shoot at ther Chinee or any one else."
This was said with a glare at the rest, telling p l inly that the speaker was not averse to
starting a row.
"Well, I reckon there ain't no need of any
shootin' to be done here," one of the cowboys
declared. "Just keep your gun right where it
is, strange1·, an' make yourself at home."
"Do you belong around here?" the other man
asked, . sharply.
"No, but I come here about once or twice a
month," was the reply. "I'm putty well acquainted here.''
"Yer are, eh?"
.•
"Yes, that's right. Don't yer believe it?"
"Hold on, Jack," the other man said, nodding
to his companion. "What's ther use of startin'
any trouble. I was a little hasty in speakin' the
way I did to ther Chinee. Suppose we all have
a drink?"
CHAPTER VI.-Hop Gets Out of a Bad Hole.

It happened that as Hop did not show up for
supper Wild and Chai'lie went over to the tavern
to look- for him. They were just in time to see
Hop in a game of poker with some others, and a
tall man had risen, and was in the act of shooting Hop as the climax to a heated argument.
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It wa,· the tall stra:1ger who had come to the
hotel with a companion a few hours previous and
had the argument with Hop, when the Chinaman
had giggled at him.
"You droo that gun or I'll drop you!" came
from our hero, in a commanding voice, drawing
a revolver, while his eyes flashed dangerously.
Slowly the surprised rascal drew back his hand
and finally dropped his gun back into the holster.
"All right, young fellow," he said, forcing a
smile. "You have the drop on me, and I'm not
fool enough to stand here and get shot. But I
·want to tell you that you have no right to interfere with this game. That Chinaman cheated,
and I know _it."
"Well, I have not the least doubt that he did,
since he has been in my employ for quite some
time, and I know his ways pretty well. But if
you didn't catch him cheating, what are you going to do about it?"
"I did catch him. How can there be five aces
in a oa~k of cards?"
"Let's see ther cards," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, pushing his way te the table.
He picked up Hop's hand, which still lay on the
table, and looked at the backs of the ;:ards. Then
he took the other ace and laid it beside them.
"There you are, Wild," he said, with a smile,
as he turned to the young deadshot. "I reckon
anybody what's half blind couid see that one of
them cards don't belong to ther pack."
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply, "Who
held this card?" and he picked it up.
"He did," spoke up Jack, the cowboy, nodding
to the tall gambler.
"Well, it seems to me it is quite plain that
he was cheating in stead of the Chinaman, then.
But see here. To settle the thing in about the
only way it can be settled, in my way of thinking, I will make the Chinaman give back his
winnings. Now then, Hop, just count out the
money."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply.
Hop "as very good at figuring, and he knew
exactly how much he had lost at the first hand,
and what he had won in the two hands since.
He took care to keep just what he had started in
with, and pushed the rest back upon the table.
The two gamblers seemed simply relieved, though
it was evident that they were not altogether sati,:fied with the way things had turned out. Both
the miner and the cowboy' received heir share of
the pile, less the amount the owner of the tavern
was entitled to for giving them the privilege of
playing there.
"Now then, Hop;,, said Wild, in his cool and
easv way, '·I reckon you had better go over to
the camp and get your supper."
"Allee ligh t, Misler Wild," and with a smile
that was ''child-like and bland," the clever heathen started for the door.
He went direct t9 the camp, but Wild and
Charlie, who had eaten suoper, and had merely
walker! to the tavern to see what was going on,
decided to remain a while.
"Kid," said the man who had been called to account by the boy, "who are you, anyhow?"
"My name is Young Wild \Vest."
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"Ah! You are the champion of champions in
the line of shooting, then?"
"I don't make that cl:iim, my friend. But who
are you?"
"Mv name is Jaffey, and I am not a man to be
trifled with, either. This is my friend, Mr. Dolliver. He is about of the same caliber a s I am.
You got the drop on me a little while ago and
forced me to lose a pile of money that belonged
to me by rights. I suppose you know that in a
game of draw poker any one who produces an
ace wnen an opponent is holding four of them
proves conclusively that there has been cheating
done."
"I wasn't in the game, so I didn't see any of
the cheating going on, but I saw the one you
held, and since it wasn't one that belonged to the
pack, you must be the cheat."
The boy spoke so coolly that the gambler looked
·
at him ir, surprise.
"Did anyone see me steal that card?" he asked.
"That's more than I can tell. I just said I
wasn't here. But the fact that you had a card
in your possession that did not belong to the
pack is conclusive evidence that you were trying
to cheat."
"Did you ever play draw poker, Young Wild
West?"
"Not much, but I understand the game pretty
·well. I am not a gambler, and I never expect to
be, so that is why I seldom take a hand at cards."
"But you have a way of meddling with the
affairs of others, haven't you?"
"See here," said the young deadshot, sternly,
"if you are not satisfied with the way thing·s
have been going the last few minutes just say
so."
"Well, ! am not satisfied. Now then, you just
step outside and see how fast you can shoot. I
reckon you'll find that I can shoot pretty well,
too."
CHAPTER VIL-Wild Cows the Gamblers.
There was a peculiar smile on the face of
Young Wild West as the gambler is ~ued the
challenge to go. outside and fight it out ·w:.h guns.
"Mr. Jaffey," said he, "are you prepared to
d.ie?"
"Never mind about that. You will find I have
got as much grit as any man living. You heard
what I said. Now then, what are you going to
do, back down, or go outside?"
"Well, if you want to die, I will go outside
with you. I don't mean to brag, but I will tell
you plainly that if I step out there with you I
will shoot you dead in less than two seconds. I
know I can . do that, so that is why I don't want
to go out. I don't want to have your blood on my
hands."
"Oh!" and a smile came over the face of the
gambler, which was very pale. "Just now you
are afraid to go out in the dark. Probably you
can't shoot as well as you could in here."
"Well, I will tell you what I will do, then. Since
you insist on going outside to fight it out, I will
go with you. I will try hard not to kill you,
or even hurt you, and you can do your best to
down me. I know you will do that, for I have
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seen just about enough of you to understand
your character to perfection. Come on."
"That's ther way to talk, Wild!" exclaimed
Cheyenne Charlie, jubilantly. "Ther galoot is
anxious ter be planted, so go out an' accommodate him. If ther other one is lookin' for anything in ther way of shootin', I'll accommodate
him in a jiffy."
"The four of us will go out together," spoke
up the short man, quickly. "Don't think there's
anything of the coward in me, stranger."
"Come on, then."
"Hold on, Charlie!" said Wild, coolly. "Let Mr.
Jaffey come out with me first. When we get
through then you can have it out with the other
man."
"Oh, that will suit me," said Dolliver, affecting
great coolness, though it was quite plain that he
was in anything but au easy frame of mind.
Wild now took Jaffey by the arm and half
dragged him to the door.
"Come right on, my friend. I wi]] do my best
not to hurt you, but if it happens that a bullet
from my revolver goes an inch or two the wtong
way, and you get your medicine, it will be all
your ow!1 fault."
It was quite dark outside now, the only light
that would help them any coming from the swinging oiJ lamp that was in front of the tavern.
This had been lighted by Bill Hodge's host!~
while the poker game was in progress. It had
got dark a little earlier than usual, since it grew
cloudy toward the end of the afternoon, and as
soon as the sun set the shadows deepened rapidly.
"I reckon it's light enough for us to see what
we are doing," said Wild, looking Jaffey in the
face and smiling in a taunting way. "Now then,
you just walk over to that tree over there and I
will step back to the one on the right. Or if
you don't want to do that you can shoot right
now."
"See here," said the man, suddenly, as he made
a move to step back into the tavern, "I wi11 admit
that I have been bluffing, Young Wild West. I
am afraid of you, and that's all there is to it.
We will call it off."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, uproariously. "I knowed ther galoot would squeal,
Yvild. He was only bluffin'. Now then, you
measly little coyote, you come out an' have it
· out with me. If ye don't I'm goin' to wipe up
ther floo1· with yer."
The last was addressed to Dolliver, whose face
was now as white as a sheet.
"If J affey ain't goin' ter fight, I ain't," he
declared, shaking his hand.
"Whack! Charlie gave him a slap on the side
of tre face that sent him staggering half across
the room.
"Take that, you sneakin' sawed-off galoot," he
shouted. "Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow! I'm
all wool an' a yard wide, an' I kin lick a prairie
schoom,r full of sich galoots as you. Wow, wow!
Yip, yip, yip!"
Then the cowboys took up the cry, and the
rafters of the tavern fairly shook.
"Gent]etnen," said Young Wild West, smiling
at the crowd that had assembled there in the last
few minutes, "I reckon bluffing don't work very
well with me. I was well satisfied that this fel•
low did not mean to go out and shoot it out with

me. But it would have made no difference to me
if he had done so. I have taken my chances in
that so.rt of game so many times that I suppose
I feel almost invincible. But as I said a little
while ago, I don't want to brag about what I can
do. Now then, I invite all of you to step up and
have somethin~. I don't drink anything strong
myself, but it is none of my business what the
rest of you take. Landlord, set them up."
Not a man refused the invitation extended to
him by the dashing young deadshot, and when
their wants had been satisfied Hodge felt so
good over it that he stood treat.
"I reckon ther house kin afford this," he said,
with a grin. "When I feel good over anything I'm
always in ther humor to treat. Help yourselves,
boys. Yours is ther best cigar I handle, Young
Wild West."
Wild took the cigar smilingly, and then looking at Jaffey and Dolliver, he nodded and said:
"I hope you will have no ill feelings toward
me for what I have done here to-night, gentlemen.
I can understand pretty well that you are a
couple of card sharps who travel about the country looking for victims. Maybe you are worse
than that. But if you are and feel that you must
have revenge for the way you have been treated,
why go ahead with your game."
"We are not the kind of men, my dear boy,"
answered Dolliver, meekly. "Don't think that
we'll ever try to harm you or any of your friends.
I'll admit right here that I was doing a lot of
cheating in the poker game, and it was me who
give Jaffey ther ace ¢. spades what didn't belong
to ther pack. There! ! feel better now since I've
owned up to it."
"That's all right, pard," exclaimed Jaffey. "I
suppose it's best to make a clean breast of it. Now
then, Young Wild West, I hope you will let it
drop."
"All right, I am williug to do that, but let me
tell you that if you get into a poker game with
our clever Chinee again you will have to take the
consequences. I am well satisfied that he is
sharper than you are with the cards."
"Well, I won't play with him any mol'e."
Wild and Charlie remained for nearly an hour
at the tavern, and while they were there they got
acquainted with nearly every miner belonging to
Red Flat. Dan Foster took pains to introduce
them to each man as he came forward, and when
the last one had been shaken hands with, Wild
was pretty well satisfied that they were about
as fine a lot of men as he had ever met at a
mining camp.
"Charlie," said he, as he turned to go back to
the camp, "I am satisfied that there are only
about f&ur really bad men in Red Flat. They
are Jerry Scott and his partners, of course. As
far as the two card sharps are concerned, they
don't amount to a great deal. While I don't consider that they are really honest, I am pretty
sure that they won't show any animosity toward
us. Now then, we will wait a while and then we
will take a little scout around. I want to spy
upon the claim jumper;: before I turn in tonight."
"Good!" exclaimed the scout. "I s'pose I'll go
with yer, won't I, Wild?"
"Yes, you can go with me, for I suppose Jim
will be satisfied to remain at the camo. He has
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Rill Gaivin with him to keep him company, and
no doubt there is plenty to talk about."
vVh,m they reached the camp they learned that
Hop had told of the poker game and what followed it, so there was no chance for them to
-urprise anyone.
"This Chinaman of yours is a regular wonder:
ain't he?" said Galvin, smiling as he looked at
Hop.
"Well, something like that, I reckon," our hero
answeret.l. "But the trouble is that Hop goes a
little too far. I have done my best to make him
give up the gambling habit, but it's no u se. If
it was not that he had !lo many good qualities
about him I wouldn't have tolerated him as lon l-!i
as we have. But as it now stands, Hop has the
option to remain with u s as long as he see~ fit."
"Me never go away from you, Misler \!Viki,"
declaret.l the Chinaman, earnestly. "Me likee you
and me like evelybody here, so be. 1\1e velly g'fad
to be called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee."
There was no doubt that Hop meant every word
he said, for he remained sober for quite a little
time after that, as though he was afraid that
Wild might at some time discharge him. But
when Galvin aFked him to show how he had
stolen the four aces from the· pack, he brightened
up and brought forth a pack of cards. He nerformed many amusing tricks after he had shown
the miner how he managed to cheat so easily, and
the result was that the t ime passed quickly. It
was about ten o'clock when our hero called Charlie to follow him, and after telling those at the
camp that they would not be gone more than
half an hour, the two set out.
"Now then, Charlie," said the young· deadshot,
"I reckon we have got to go a little cautiously, for
the claim jumpei:s are apt to keep a strict watch.
We will go on around and approach from the
other side. I ·hardly think they have taken posse.sion of ·the shanty, for after putting uo the
sign anrl giving Galvin notice that he could take
it away inside of twenty-four hours, they would
hardly interfere with it."
The two went on around unti l they were nearly
a quarter of a mile the other side of the claim.
Then they walked cautiously forward in the darkness and soon neared the place where the claim
jumpers had pitched their camp. When they
were close enough to observe them our hero gave
a nod of satisfaction. But as he saw there were
five sitting about a smoldering fire he gave a

start.

"I reekon they've got another man with them,
Charlie," he whispered.
"It looks to me as thoug·h it's a boy," the scout
answered, with a shake of his head.
"So it is. I wonder who it can be? I don't
remember of having seen a boy here, outside of
Jim and myself."
They drew a little nearer, and they could tell
that the fifth one was a, boy not more than sixteen or seventeen years of age. He was talking
and laughing with the men, which showed plainly
that he was well satisfied at being there.
"Charlie," said Wild, in a very low tone of
voice, "I reckon I'll get a little closer and see if
I can find out who that fellow is."
The young deadshot crept forward and was
soon hiding behind a rock that was not more
than fifteen feet from the group about the smold-
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ering· fire. Just then the boy arose and gathered some wood, which he piled upon the burning
fire.
"Yer ain't cold, are yer?" 'Wild heard one of
the villains say.
"Oh, no," was the quick reply. " I thought you
wanted to make it a little light, that's all. Don't
you want me to put the wood on the fire?"
"Go ahead an' amuse yourself. If you want
light around here, why it's all right, I reckon. It
might keep our enemies from botherin' us."
"Enemies!" and the boy stopped stock still and
looked at him curiously. "Have you enemies,
Mr. Scott?"
"Yes, and lots of 'em, too," the leader of the
claim jumpers retorted. "There's quite a few
here in Red Flat what would like to take this
claim away from us, 'cause they know it's a
mighty good payin' one. We ain't had a chance
agent yet,
ter file papers with ther governm
·o I s'pose if you could git us a 1 away from
here a little while they would jump ther claim."
"I s that so?" and the boy went on replenishing
the fire. "There must be a bad lot of men out
this w::J.y. I have read a good lot about the West,
and when I ran away from home to come here I
expected to meet JVith all sorts of adventures. I
have been in very hard luck since I left the train
at Phcenix. I started up this way with two men
who gave their names as J affey and Dolliver.
They were gamblers, the_y said, and they promised to see to it that I found my uncle Billv
Galvin ar.d got settled all right here. But l got
lost from the two men the day before yesterday,
and it was only good luck that I kept on the
ti-ail and finally got here."
Young Wild West pricked up his ears when
he heard this. The boy had spoken of hi s uncle,
Bill Galvin. That surely must be the miner who
owned Clairn'No. 19.
"Well, you are all right now, kid," Jerry Scott
said, as he gave a nod and winked at his partners on the sly. "Jest go an' git a pail of water
at ther brook, will yer? I reckon you'.re strong
enough tet do that."
The boy responded readily, and Wild made a
big effort to try and intercept him so he could
get away from the claim jumpers; but failed to
do so, since the br ook was not far enough diutance
to permit him to show himself without being seen
by the villains. Satisfied that he had done a good
thing by creeping up close to the villain&, the
young deadshot waited a while longer, and t'1en
not hearing anything that was of any va!t ~ to
him, h ~ turned and went back and joined 1he
scout.
"I reckon we may as well go back to the camp.
Charlie," he said. "I found out who that boy is."
"You found out who he is, Wild?" Charlie asked, in surprise.
"Yes, he i the nephew of Bill Galvin."
"Great gimlets] Yer don't mean it, Wild!"
"I certainly do," and then the young deadshot
related what he had heard as the two made their
way back to the camp.
Of cour ·e Galvin was very much surprised
when he heard that he had a nephew so close by.
"I don't s'pose I'd know him if I seen him, because he was a little shaver when I left the East
~o me ye,.rs ago," he explained. "But he's my
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you thuoght I was asleep, and· since this claim
rightfully belongs to my uncle, I won't work on it
for you."
Then he made a struggle to get free from the
derrick, but the villains had seen to it that he
was secure, and they· onJy laughed at his efforts.
"There ain't no use in tryin' to git away,
kid," Jerry said, witb an ugly grin. "We've got
yer hard an' fast. You're one of ther honest
kind of kids, it seems, an' yer don't know when
you're well off. You'll never git a livin in this
part of ther country i:Jy honest work, an' that's
CHAPTER VIII.-The Claim Is Captured.
sartin. What's it to you if this claim did belong
Everything passed off quietly during the night, to your uncle? There's enough here for everyand our friends arose early in the morning, bQdY as comes here. He's took a big pile from
ready to capture the claim. Bill Galvin was very it now, an' I reckon he must be putty rich. Now
uneasy ar, he ate his breakfast. He kept con- then, if you want ter git off without a good
tinually looking in the direction of his shanty, whippin' you jest promise that you'll stay with
but when he saw smoke arising from a fire a us for a few days an' work hard without tryin'
short distancE&-om it he knew pretty well that to sneari: away. Of course, if you make this
Jerry Scott alffl' his partners had not taken pos- promise I'll hold you ter it, an' if I ketch yer
session of it. As soon as he bad finished his tryin' ter git away I'll shoot yer dead. Ncvd
breakfast Wild nodded to his partners and the then. are yer goin' ter make ther promise?"
miner and observed:
"I can't," wailed the boy, the tears flowing from
"I reckon I'll take a walk over that way and his eyes. I couldn't be so dishonest as all that.
get near enough to see what the scound1·els are I won't work against the interests of my uncle.
up to. Then I can form an idea of the best way Every ounce of dust I took ou\ of the ground
to go ahead and capture the claim without blood- would be robbing him, and that I \Vill never do."
shed. I don't want to be compelled to shoot any
Arietta's eyes flashed dangerously, and more
of the claim jumpers, and I am going to do this than once her fingers toyed with the butt of her
thing the easiest way possible."
revolver. But Young Wild West crouched in a.
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta spoke up. Ii tening attitude, a smile on his face all the
"All right, Et," was the reply. "I reckon a while. Then he intended to send a bullet crashrhort -morning walk will do you a lot of good. ing through his right arm.
Come on."
"I'll give· you one more chance, kid," Jerry said,
The two promptly starter out, heading almost as he stepped forward. "A1·e you goin' ter do
straight in the direction of Claim No. 19. It was wh~t we want yer to or not?"
too early for the men to be at their work yet, but
''I can't," cried the boy.
smoke was rising from the chimneys,, of the difYoung Wild West arose to his feet, while Ariferent shanties, which told that the~were busy
preparing breakfast no ,foubt. Bill Galvin's mine etta stepped noiselessly around to the right.
"Come, speak out-once more," came from the
was probably the best equipped one of the whole
lot, since he had put up a derrick of block and lips of the scoundrel.
"Don't hit me, don't hit me," came the cry of
chain to haul the dirt from a hole he had dug in
the ground. He had expected to find a pocket terror.
That was quite enough for both the boy and the
there, but had failed to do so, so had given up
the task and turned his attention to the surface. girl who were witnesses of the scene. Wild came
But the rigging was there, just as he had left it, over the ore heap just as the man raised his club.
"Don't you hit that boy!" cried Arietta in angry
and as Wild and A1·ietta neared the spot they _
heard a cry of fear, and reaching the top of a tones, and she started forward.
None of the villains had seen Young Wild West
little hill they beheld a rather startling sight.
Two ruffians were in the act of tying the boy and his sweetheart, and their sudden appearance
Wild had seen the night before to the derrick caused dismay.
pole. His shirt had been stripped from his back,
"What does this mean?" cried Scott, moving his
and when they saw Jerry Scott standing close by, club and started back a pace.
a heavy whip in his hand, it was easy for the boy
"It means," said the young deadshot, coolly as
back of that boy. But just keep cool. Come on; he covered him with a revolver, "that if 'the
"Don't let them hit him, Wild," said Arietta, in young lady here had not 1·un around so suddenly
a whisper, as she grasped her young lover by the I would have put a bullet through your arm as
you were about to strike the boy. You have
arm.
"Keep still, Et," was the reply. "You can bet saved your arm through her interference. Now
your life that scoundrel will never strike the bare then, hold up your hands, every one of you."
back of that boy But just keep cool. Come on;
Thrown into a state of fear that they could
we can get a little closer and hear what is being not help showing, the foui:_ men lifted their
said."
hands above their heads. Arietta paid little or no
A few seconds later they had Cl'ept up behind attention to them, but stepping forward auickly,
the pile of ore or dirt that had been sifted out drew her hunting knife and cut the rope that held
and left there by Galvin.
the boy's hands to the post.
"Don't whip me," tl1ey heard the boy say, in
"Thank you, thank you?" cried Harry Galvin,
pleading tones, "but I can't do what you want tearfully.
me to. I lieard your convers~tion last night when
"Never mind, my 1oy," the girl answered. "We
brother Henry's son, all right, and I'm sorry he's
fallen in with such a bad lot of scoundrels."
"Well, never mind about that, Bill," Wild observed, with a smile. "You -will meet your nephew to-morrow morning some time, and you will
have your claim back, too."
"I believe every word you say, Young Wild
,vest," the miner retorted with a satisfied nod
of his head."
'
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"I wish I'd been there," the scout declared,
didn't mean to let you· be hurt. We were listening for s()me little time. It was a fearful terror when he heard the whole story. "I'd have shot
you were put to, though, and I couldn't stand it the whole bunch ·of 'em in spite of myself, Wild."
"Well, I'm glad you were not there, then, Charany longer. I had to interfere."
''I am so glad," and t'he boy fell upon his kness lie," was the smiling reply. "You know I told
you I wanted to settle this business without any
before her and took her hand and kissed it.
"Pick up what belongs to you an come w\th bloodshed. While I honestly believe that the four
me," said Arietta, as she shot a glance at Wild scoundrels are fit subjects for a hanging, I don't
want anything like that to happen. Neither do
and saw that he had the villains at his mercy.
It was not much that the boy had, but it hap- I want them to be shot. I am going to have pos•
pened that his horse was standing near, saddled session of that claim with the assistance of
and ready to be ridden away. As our friends yourself, Jim and Bill Galvin."
"Can't I go, too, Wild?" Arietta .spoke up.
afterwa1·d learned, he had saddled the hor~e for 1
"No, not this time. You might get shot before
the purpose cf escaping from the villains, after
hearing their convers~tion the night before. But we got a good chance at the scoundrels."
"Well, just as you say. But I'll be· there pretty
they had caught him iust in time, and hence. he
was tied to the derrick pole preparatory to bemg soon after you capture the claim, though."
"Of course you can all come, then."
thrashed upon the bare back.
"Me go, too, so be," chipped in Hop Wah, a
"This is my horse," he said, as he· took the
bland smile on his yellow visage. !'Me wantee see
bridle, after picking up his clothing.
"Take him over to the camp, Et," said Wild, um claim jumpers lun ve:rly muchee fast."
"Well, maybe you can see that from here, Hop,"
never once taking his eyes from the villains he
the young deadshot answered. "You just climb
was covering.
"All right," the girl replied. "But be careful that rock over there and you will have a pretty
good view of what takes place."
and don't let them get away."
"Oh I don't mean to take them prisoners, Et.
Some of the miners could now be seen _con•
I am going to give them a chance to leave Red gregating in from the tavern. Wild decided to
waste no time, since he knew the claim jumpers
Flat."
When they heard this the faces of the villains had retur11ed to their camping spot. ·
"Come on, boys," he said, as he picked up his
assumed an easier expression.
'
"We'll go awav right now," the leader of the Winchester. "I reckon we'll settle this business
right away. Claim No. 19 is going to be ours
claim jumpers said.
"All right, then. Just turn around, backs to inside 9f fifteen minutes."
me, and when I give the word I want you to
Galvin stepped ·forward with Charlie and Jim.
start."
·
He had no rifle, but he possessed a brace of re•
They all turned as he directed, and then . the volvers, and as they walked rapidly aw:i.y from
boy backed away until he was on the other side the spot he examined them to make sure that they
of the heap of dirt.
were ready for business. They had to pass close
to the tavern, and when the minei-s who were
"Now then, start," he called out.
The four walked 1·auidly away from the spot. waiting there saw them coming, Dan Foster called
Waiting until they were about ';t hundred y_ards out:
"Are yer goin' over there to take possession of
away our hero turned and hurried after Arietta
and the boy. He had no idea that they would ther claim, Young Wild West?"
"That's just what we are going to do," was
leave the claim, so he wanted to get back to the
camp and make preparations for the capture of the reply,
the claim. Arietta and the rescued boy got to the
"Doyer need any l~elp?"
"No, I reckon not. You can come over and
camp a little ahead of him, and when Wild ran
up he found Bill Galvin emb~·aci7:1g his nephew, have a look at what happens, if you like, but let
us do the business."
who was crying tears of genume .1oy.
"Just think of it, Uncle Bill," Harry .said, as he
In . less than two minutes a dozen or more of
saw our hero, "if it hadn't been for this brave the miners were following the four, who were
boy and the young lady, I would have suffered an proceeding· in the same direction Wild and Arietta
awful beating. But they could have killed me be- )lad taken when they reached the claim and found
fore they could make me steal a grain of gold the peril young· Harry GaLvin was in. When
thev were perhaps fifty yards from the spot
dust from your property."
"You're a noble lad, you are," the uncle re- where they knew the claim jumpers were hiding,
torted. "But I wouldn't have blamed you if you Wild told his companions to spread out at a dishad agi-eed to do what they wanted you to. tance of fifty feet apart, and then creep forward
But it's all right the way it turned out. Young under cover of whatever they could find. He
Wild West will soon fix them galoots. I was waited until he saw that they were doing as he
watching when I saw- you all coming here, and told them, and then made his way cautiously
I saw 'em turn and go _back to the place they forward until he reached the pile of ore and
had left. They're there now, hiding behind the dirt, which was but a few feet from the camp fire
of the villains. Suddenly a shot was fired from
rocks somewhere."
"That's right, Bill," the young deadshot said, the camp.
with a smile. "I was quite sure they didn't inCrang ! The echoes had not died out when a
tend to leave. They were afraid to say anything, rifle report rang out. Wild heard a cry of pain,
though, and they walked away to make out they and then he knew right away that Cheyenne
were really going to get away from Red Flat. Charlie had shot one of the men. Disregarding
They didn't even stop to pick up anything that the risk, he suddenly sprang to the top of the
pile of dirt and callei out:
belonged to them."
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"Hands up, you scoundrels !"

It happened that Jerry Scott was lying upon
the ground, a bullet through hi neck. The other
three were cowering behing the rocks in abject
terror. There was not the least danger about
it, after all, and as the boy stepped toward them,
l! J'evolver in either hand, he said:
"Well, gentlemen, you failed to take my advice, so I reckon you have got to suffer the consequences Keep your hands up. Don't let a man
dare to Jcwer them. If you do it will be your last
!'econd on earth."
"Don't kill us," whined Harpy, wh o seemed to
be more frightened than any of them. "Give us
a chance for our lives, Young Wild West. We'll
promise yer ter take what belongs to u s an'
light out right away if you'll only give us ther
chance."
"You didn't intend to give me a chance, did
you?" the boy asked, as he fla shed a glance at
the speaker, and ·coolly stepped up to him. "Just
let me t~;ke your haTdware from you."
Harpy submitted quietly enough, for he no
doubt found it was useless to plead with the boy.
Before Wild had finished disarming· the three his
companions were on the spot. Then the miners
rushed up, one of them carrying a rope with
him.
"Lynch 'em," he shouted. "They ain't no good,
anyhow." ·
"Hold on!" cried our hero, sternly, as he raised
his hand. "There is going to be no lynching
here, an<l don't you forget it. I believe I am running thi s piece of business. I said I was going·
to capture this claim, and I have done it. I am
going to settle with the villains, too. Their lead er
is dead."
"You kin bet your life he is!" Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed. "He took a shot at me as I was creepin' around a rock back there. I heard ther hum
of ther bullet, but he was a mighty poor shot.
Then he showed himself right afore me, an' I
couldn't help lettin' nim have a bu11et. It's ther
best thing what ever happened, Wild."
"Well, maybe it is, Charlie, but I am sorry you
shot him, just the same. I wanted t o settle this
business without' bloodshed, and now that can't
be done.
"Bill Galvin, take possession of your claim
again," said Wild, turning to the miner. "I
reckon you have got some one to help you
work it now, for here is your nephew, all the way
from the East. He says he ran away from home
to come out and find you, so you will know what
to do with him."
"I'll send word right back to his father that
he's safe and sound here, an' that as soon as I've
finished workin' this here claim I 'll fetch him back
home myself," was the reply.

CHAPTER IX.-Arietta and the Gold Pocket.
Wild felt that he ought to give the claim
jumpers a chance to reform, so after talking a
while with Dan Foster he went over to them and

aaid:
"Do you know ·what I am going to do with you
fellows?"

There was no reply, though Harpy's face turned
ashen.
"I am going to Jet you go."
Theil' faces lighted up in tant!y.
"Thank yer, thank yer," came from all three.
"Your leader is dead, so I suppose y ou will be
entitled to go through his clothing. I want you
t o take the body awav and bury it decently. I
am going to give you just thirty minutes to do
this in, and then you must be outside the limit.,
of Red Flat."
The young cleadshot quickly untied their hands.
They stood as though undecided what to do, but
when he told them to pick up their weapons, they
did so. Heartily glad to get off so ea ily, the
three claim jumpers quickly carried away the
boc!y of their lain leader. Then they came back
and got what belonged to them, leaving the claim
just about as they had found it, for not an
ounce of gold 'dust had been taken away with
them. It was not long before the crowd that
had gathered dispersed and went back to attend
to their work. Arietta walked around the claim
with Wild, and· when she came to the pole the boy
had been tied to, she shook her head and said:
" I will say that Cha1·lie did right in shooting
that fiend, Wild. I never saw s uch a gloating
expression on a man's face before. Why, it actually seemed as though it would give him the
greatest pleasure in the world to hit the boy with
the club."
"Well, it's all right anyho\\', Et," the young
dead hot answered. ''Charlie gave him his medicine, and though I didn't want it to be exactly
that way, I am well satisfied. I think the other
three will get away a- far as possible before
\1ight. They will never dare to show themselves
in Red Flat again."
"Well, don't be too sure of that, ·wild," and
the girl shook her head gravely. ''I was watching them as they went away, and I could not
help noticing that the one you called Harpy
seemed to hate you fiercely. I saw him look at
y ou two or three times and grit his teeth."
"Is that so? Well, I wish I had seen that. I
would have given him something to remember me
by for fair. Well, just let him show himself
here again before we g·o away, and you , ·ill ,;ee
what will happen to you."
Arietta now turned her attention to the excavation that Galvin had started in search of a
gold pocket. It was not very deep, so she leaped
lightly into it and began looking around.
'.'Wild, just hand me a pick, will you? I am
gomg to pry this piece of quartz rock out. I
have ~n idea that something might be back of
it."
"You are always having ideas, Et," laughed the
boy, as ht· hurried to get the pick.
Thei'e was one lying but a short distance away,
and as he started to the excavation with it Jim
Dart came up with Anna and Eloise. Charlie
was standing by the shanty, talking with Galvin
and his nephew.
"What's up now, Wild?" Jim asked.
"Oh, Arietta has taken a no'tion to do a little
mining this morning," was the reply.
"Where is she?" Anna queried, looking around,
for she was unable to see the girl in the pit.
"Ilig·ht over here. Corne on and see what luck
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she has. She is g-oing to try and pick out a piece
of quartz rock."
They all hurried to the edge of the hill, aild
_when Arietta saw them she laughingly said :
"It appears that Mr. Galvin started to dig here
'in the hope of finding the mother lode, or something like it. Since he gave it up I am goinp;
to have a try, although I don't purpose to work
very hard, not more than a few minutes."
"You look well with a pick in your hand, I
must say," Eloise exclaimed, as the girl took the
pick and threw it over her shoulder.
"Well, just watch me and see if I can't strike
a pretty good blow."
The girl then brought the pick down hard just
above the projecting piece of rock. There was a
rattling of dirt, for a lot of the ground caved
away from the force of the blow. Again she
struck the place with the pick. This time a big
rock rolled out, followed by a lot of loosened
dirt and small pebbles. Arietta dropped her pick
and peered into the opening, for it really was an
• opening, and quite a deep one, at that. She
thrust her hand inside qp.ickly, and then pulled
out a handful of glittering dirt.
"What do you call this, Wild?" she asked in
triumph, as she held the shining particles up for
him to see.
"Great Scott I" the boy exclaimed. "That's a
handful of gold you have got there, Et, as sure
you are alive."
"Well, something told me I was going to strike
it, Wild."
The boy was not long in reaching her side.
He made a quick examination after he had dug
away a 'little more dirt.
"It's a pocket, all right," he said, nodding to
Jim and the girls standing above. "I reckon Bill
Galvin's claim is worth more than he thoup;ht it
was. Run over and tell him to come here. Jim."
"Rig,1t you are, Wild," and Dart quickly hastened to the shanty.
When he .told the miner that Wild wanted to
see him in a hurry, both he and Charlie were surprised.
"Is there anything wrong?" Galvin asked, as
he ran to the spot.
"Well, I hardly think there is anything wrong,
but Arietta has made a d'iscovery in the excavation that you abandoned."
"What is it?" asked the miner, excitedly.
. "Never mind; you will find out. Hurry and get
there."
Galvin soon reached the spot, and when he
saw Wild and Arietta standing in the hole, ·each
with a double handful of shining· particles of
gold, his eyes bulged from their sockets.
"Where did you get that?" he asked, as he
recovered from his surprise.
"Right here, Mr. Galvin," Arietta answered,
with a smile. "Something told me that I was
going to find something, so I just dug a piece of
quartz rock out and found a pocket of gold. I
rather think you can dig enough from here to
finish the fortune you have been trying to make."
Galvin quickly leaped down after them. When
he looked in and saw that two feet from the edge
of the hole that had been made in the side of the
pit there was apparently a solid mass of almost
virgin gold, he was rendered speechless for the
space of a few seconds. He reached in and felt
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of the gold as though he thougl1t he might be
dreaming, and then he quickly ran out and got
out of the pit.
"Come he.re, Harry!" he cried, excitedly.
"Here's something for you. You are going to get
your share out of this."
The boy ran forward quickly, and when he
learned of Arietta's discovery he was, of course.
overjoyed, though he knew absolutely nothing
about gold mining.
"Did you find it, Miss Arietta?" he asked, as
Arietta came out of the hole.
"Yes, Harry," she answered, with a smile.
"It seems I am always thinking of doing something that creates a surprise when I do it. But
I am very glad that I took a notion to go down
there and handle a pick for a minute or two."
"And I'm mighty glad, too," declared Galvin.
"Miss Arietta, you are going to have a mighty
good share of that gold for finding ,it. It ain't
likely I'd ever thought of digging any more
in that hole, so the pocket would never have been
discovered by me. Since Harry's here, I've made·
up my mind to hurry up and get all I can from
the surface and then light out East with him.
But I reckon we'll have to stay long enough to
clean up this pocket."
"Well, I have an idea .it won't take very long to
do that," spoke up our hero. "I don't think the
pocket is very large one. I should estimate it as
being worth about ten thousand dollars."
"Gracious!" cried Harry Galvin. "Ten thousand dolla~·s ! Why, that's a whole fortune!"
"Well, not much of a fortune, after all," and
the young deadshot _laughed. "But it's a whole
lot of money, just the same."
All hands had a look at the g'old pocket Arietta
had discovered, and then leaving the miner and
his nephew ih charge, they tuTned to go back w
the camp. When they were half way to it a
revolver shot rang out close at hand, and a bullet
whistled past our hero's head. He turned quicldy
and saw a fainst stream of smoke near the rea;·
of a shanty, and he knew right away that the
shot had been fired from behind it.
"Some one tried to get me, I guess," he said,
coolly. "Stay right here. I will see who it is."
A way he bounded in a direction that would
fetch him to a place so he might see behind the
shanty. Wild ran quickly, and he was just in
time to see the fleeing figure of a man among>
some rocks not far from the shanty. Putting on
a sprint, the boy went in pursuit. He gained rapidly upon the fellow, who was doing his best to
keep himself shielded as he hurried on. As Wild
drew a little nearer to him he saw that it was no
other than Harpy, the villain Arietta had suspected.
"Hold on there!" Wild called out, sharply, as he
leveled his revolver at him.
"Don't shoot, Young Wild West," the wretch
cried, as he stopped and threw up his hands.
"Pull your gun," said Wild, who was now about
as angry as he ever got.
He stopped within twenty feet of the scoundrel
as he said this, and had his revolver hanging at
his side. But Harpy did not obey the command.
"Mercy, Young Wild West!" he gasped. "I
couldn't help doin' it, indeed I couldn't."
"That's a fine confession for you to make, I
must say. But see here, Harpy, I have made up

;
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m y mind that you are never going t o get away

from this place alive. I am going to give you a
fair how, too. You tried to shoot me when I
wasn't looking. Now I want you to try and shoot
me when I am looking. You pull your gun
mighty quick. If you don't I am going to begm
by shooting your ears froJ'.ll your head. Then I
will pick off the end of your nose and keep on
until I have knocked every button off your clothing."
Harpy staggered back until he got against a
rock. It seemed as though thi s gave him a little
courage, for he put down his hands and grasped
a revolver.
Up went his hand, and without taking any aim,
he pulled the trigger. It was only a random shot,
but the bullet came so close to the head of our
hero that it made him feel a little anxious a s it
whistled by.
C1·ack ! Wild fired and Harpy clapped hi s
hand to his left ear, at the same time uttering
a howl of pain.
"Go ahead and shoot again," said Wild, who
was now smiling at him in his cool and easy way.
Harpy raised his gun to fire another shot, but
before he could pull the trigger this time Wild
fired and shot him through the arm. As the
wretch dropped the weapon and rolled upon the
ground the young deadshot stepped forward.
"Harpy," he said, standing over him, "at fir st
I really meant to· kill you, but when I saw how
easy it would be to do it I changed my mind. I
have simply clipped off a piece of your em·, and
broken your arm with a bullet. Now then, I
am going to give you another chance."
Just then there was a sound of hurried footsteps, and Dan Foster and half a dozen other
miners came rushing to the scene.
"We seen what ther galoot done, Young Wild
West!" Foster called out, excitedly. "We was too
far away ter warn: yer. But we seen him sneak
alqng behind ther shanty waitin' for yer. Why
didn't yer shoot ther galoot, anyh9w?"
"Well, I did shoot him a couple of times," the
boy answered, with a smile. "I clipped a piece
of his ears, and broke his arm. I rec1con that's
about enough.'!
"Well, you might think so, but we don't. Now
you jest go back to your camp an' don't say another word. Harpy came back here when he
knowed it would mean sure death for him if he
did."
Wild thought a moment. He did not look at
the groveling wretch again, but satisfied that it
would be useless to try and persuade the miners
to let him go, he nodded to them and then walked
iapidly from the spot. It is easy for the reader
t o guess what the miners did to Harpy. There
was not much law and order at Red Flat, and if
any one had passed near the spot where the
wretch was found after Wild shot him through
the arm, they might have seen a gruesome object
dangling to the limb of .a tree.
"Well, boys," said our hero, a s he joined his
t.wo partners and the girls, "I guess Harpy won't
ever interfere with me again."
"I reckon not," and Cheyenne Charlie smiled in
a satisfied way.
When they went back t o the camp they found
\Ving there alone. Hop was over at the tavern,
he said. As they had nothing else to do just

then, our hero and his partners decided t o go
over there and see how the gamblers were maki ng
ou t. They had heard young ·Harry Galvin say
that he had been with them when he started in
seach of his uncle, but had become lost from them
i~ some way. It happened that Jaffey and Dolliver had slept 1·ather late that morning, and
were not aware of what had taken place so near
the tavern. They had just come into the barroom as our friends entered.
"Good-morning, Young Wild West!" said Jaffey pleasantly.
Dolliver s~id the same thing, and appeared to
bear no malice towaxd the boy. Wild answered
th~ir salutes and then_ nodded to them, and said :
You had a boy with you when you were on
·
your way here, didn't you?"
"Yes, how did you know that?" Dolliver asked
'
in surpri se.
"Well, he is here in the camp at this minute.
Can you tell me how it was that he got lost from
you?"
"No, that's what puzzled both of us.''
Our ha·o could easily tell that they were not
·
lying about it.
"We thought we would do a good turn for
the kid. He said he was looking for his uncle,
w~o was at Red Flat, so we brought him along
with us. He wanted to try and get on the trail
of something to shoot while we were xiding along
so we told him to go a~ead, but not to get to~
far a~ay. That was the last we saw of him, and
we tried hard to follow the trail of his horse.
But the ground was so hard that we could not
do it, and after we had waited around there until
the next day, we made up our minds that he must
have gone on, thinking we would folJow him "
"Well, the boy found his uncle, all right. I
su~pos~ you heard the talk last night about the
claim Jumpers who had taken possession of Bill
Galvin's claim?"
"Yes, we heard all about it."
"Well, Galvin has got it back, and as he is the
uncle of the boy, everything has turned out all
right.''
"Well, I am awful glad to ·hear that"
·
"So am I," the other declared.
"Me velly glad, too, so be," spoke up Hop wno
was _sitting at a table, acting a s though h~ was
readmg a newspaper.
The gamblers both laughed at this, showing
p1·etty well that they had considerable respect
fox the clever Chinee. Satisfied that they need
not lo~k for any trouble with the two gamblers,
our friends soon -left the tavern . Galvin and his
nephew wanted to give Arietta a big share in
the gold pocket, but the girl stoutly refused it.
The next day Young Wild West and his friends
left Reel Flat, for they were pretty sure that
there would be nothing in the line of excitement
to be found there for some time to come, since
the bad characters had been eliminated.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST AND THE DEADWOOD DEADSHOT; or, THE MAN WHO WAS HARD TO
BEAT.''

Get next week's number. In it we tell
you how to own a wonderful radio at low
cost.
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CURRENT NEWS
FOUND INSIDE WEAKFISH
"A whale of a weakfish" was all George Bertrand, who owns a restaurant at No. 405 Union
street; Union Hill, N. J., could say the other day.
George was cleaning a batch of fish when he
noticed something shiny inside a six-pound weakfish.
The something turned out to be a 1½ carat
diamond set in a heavy gold ring. Inside the
ring was engraved "E. D. 1887."
. Jewellers told George the ring was wo1th about
$600. George to-td customers that, everything
considered, it had been a pretty profitable day.
Customers said from now on they would clean
their own fish.
$600 SO LIT AIRE

1,846,230 GERMANS ME'1' DEATH IN WORLD
WAR
Germany lost 1,846,230 dead in the world war,
according to official statistics.
Of these 56,133 were officers and officials, 212,069 non-commissioned and warrant officers, 1,572,523 enlisted men, and 5,568 men whose ranks
were not reported.

The number of their dependents is fixed at
1,945,000, comprising 533,000 widows, 1,134,0000
children, partially orphaned, 58,000 orphans, 58,000 parental couples and 162,000 parents who
were already widows or wid owers.
WHO DISCOVERED THE KANGAROO?
W. B. Alexander of the Western Australian
Museum, at Perth, W. A., has recently corrected
a popular mistake in the history of natural history. The discovery 0f the kangaroo family is
generally credited to Sir Joseph Banks and is
supposed to have occurred dt;ring Captain Cook's
first voyage, in 1770. This date, it appears. is
nearly 150 years too late. When the Dutch East
India company's ship, the Batavia, under command of Captain Pelsart, was wrecked on the
Abrolhos Islands in 1629 the survivors encountered among other things the Dama wallaby, the
first member of the kangaroo family known to
Europeans. Captain Pelsart described it as a
species of cat about the size of a hare, noted its
remarkable hind legs and described in considerable detail the abdominal pouch for the young
and the use of it.

Radio Boys! -·Read This!
ULL directions to construct a Flewelling radio re. ceiver will be published in our next number. :Pubbed
the "flivver" set, this is the most wonderful receiver in
the world. Nothing can equal it for range, clearness and
volume of sound. No loud speaker needed. It does not
cost as much to build as it does to make most other not
as good receivers. The article next week will give you
the cost of each necessary article and plain, simple directions to make a receiver. By carefully following
these directions you cannot fail to make the set work.
Watch for the instructions in this Weekly

F

NEXT WEEK!
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XII.-(continued )
Tom was thoughtful. He was eager to accept.
He felt that it was his real duty.
"I will sleep on it if you will permit me, Bob,"
he said.
"All right. I will see you in the morning."
All that night Tom thrashed it out. At last
just as daybreak came he reached the decision.
He went down to see Bob.
"I say, Bob," he said, warmly, "I have slept on
it."
"Good!" <:ried Bob. "I can see that you have
'
decided to take it."
"Yes, on certain conditions."
"Conditions? Of course ! What are they?"
"In the first place .you know that I have little or
no capital."
"Oh, yes, you have. You have brains. You
will furnish those against my money. That is
.
fair."
"I am sure that it is a splendid proposition for
me," laughed Tom. "I will ask further that the
terms will give either of us a chance to dissolve
the partnership after a week's notice."
"Dissolve it?" exclaimed Bob, in wonder. "There
will never be any dissolution unless it is of your
making. I am willing to sign any kind of a written agreement to that effect."
"That is fair enough, Bob. We will start right
in with that understanding."
It did not take Bob Neely long to g·et a lawyer
up to the camp ,and the paper was quickly drawn
up.
It was legal, too, and as they signed the partnership papers Tom felt a thrill. He shook Bob's
hand, saying:
"We are partners legally now, Bob. I hope that
it will be a lucky one."
"I am sure of it," said Bob, eagerly. "I know
that we will yet be the lumber kings -Of this section."
The fact that the two young surveyors had
signed partnership papers was spread all over
the camp. The woodsmen and and jacks were all
excited and delighted. Scores of them flocked to
Tom and asked for a position. There were fifty
times as m any men as they needed,
But Tom diplomatically thanked them and informed them that when men were needed in any
operation that the firm would conduct he would
call on them. They departed satisfied with this.
The first move of the two young lumber kings
was to purchase a thousand-acre tract next to the
company's. Then after surveying the land carefully Tom talked the matter over with Bob and
a written notice was put up in the general store
,a nd men were hired to the number of forty. There

r

were woodchoppers and fellers of trees. A clerk
was hired and the business was put on an or.
ganized basis.
Things looked propitious, and the happiest man
of all was Bob Neely. He was an admirer of
Tom Arnold, and on several occasions declared:
"I am sure now that I have you with me, Tom
Arnold. I need your steady hand to hold me
down."
"Oh, I say, Bob," said Torn with a smile, "I
guess we rwill leave that to time. I am afraid
tl'i'at we will have a hard time at first. There will
not be much money coming in. It will be all go·
ing out."
"I expect that, Torn. But after a while it will
.
be all corning in."
The tract acquired by the new firm of Arnold
& Neely was a large one right in the timber belt.
It has been owned by a syndicate of men in St.
Louis. They had suffered financial losses and
we1·e unable to handle the property themselves.
Accordingly they had sold out readily.
The price of the property was all right. At
once Torn and Bob went to work to develop the
property.
They put in a big gang of men to chop the biotrees. They soon had several millions of feet
ready to saw. A portable mill was secured and
the big logs were quickly ripped up into boards
and planks. .
Orders were beginning to come in day by day.
All looked rosy for the new firm, when an unexpected thing happened.
There landed in Pine City one day a lawyer
who brought startling news. It seemed that Bob
Neely's father, who was one of the lumber company at Pine City, had become financially tangled
and his interest in the Pine City company had
been taken away from him.
He was in desperate circumstances and needed
help. He had sent the lawyer to Bob to ask for
help. He only asked an endorsement on a note
for one hundred thousand dollal'S.
This represented alt the value of the timber
tract that Tom and he owned. Of course Torn
had not put a cent into the land.. He therefore
could not interpose an objection when Bob signed
the note and sent it back to his father. He said
·
to Tom:
"That note will never bother us, I am sure. My
father will take care of it when it comes due. But,
of course, the fact remains that there is a heavy
mor tgage on our property."
Torn made 010 remark. But he was secretly
worried. Not abnut himself or his interests. He
had not a dollar of his own money invested as yet.
But he felt for Bob.
Secretly he believed that t e insolvent financier
would n ever be able to meet the note. That would
mean that the Pine City Lumber Company, as it
was called, would have to be sold to satisfy the
note. It would mean a financial crash for the
firm.
(To be continued.)

FREE! - A description of the way to
build the best i-adio in the world, in our
next issue.
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
BANK PAYS OLD CHECK
After carrying a check in his pocket for nine
yea1·s, William Haynes of Colusa, Cal., presented
it for payment at a local bank. The check was
given to Haynes by C. Cecil, a resident of Colu,:a, by whom Haynes was employed.
Haynes carried the check and Cecil's accounts
did not balance because of the check. A few days
ago Haynes decided to present the check at the
bank. When asked by the bank if the check was
good, Cecil replied, "As good as gol<J. Shoot it
through."
OJIBWAYS IN "HIAV.'ATHA"
:Members of the Ojibway Indians living on the
outskirt:;; of Sault Ste. Marie. Ont., have begun
rehearsing for a presen~ation ot Longfellow's
"Hiawatha," on the banks of the river in August during the celebration of the 300th anniversary of the d:scove.cy of the Snult and :\.,ake
Superior.
"Pawiting" (The Rapids), old Indian name of
the city, was visited more than a decade ago by
Longfellow's daughter and a party of friends.
Longfellow never \\"as in the Sault, writing his
famous poem from stories told him by an Ojibway chief whom he met in New York. The Ojibw,iy presentation will be spoken in their own ·
tong,.ie.
CIVIL \VAR VETERAN REGAINS DRUM
Reminiscences of the Civil War permeated the
West Side Court-room, New Yo1·k, the other day,
when Samuel Hodkinson, a 79-year-old veteran,
sought a drum he had teaten under Gen. Grant
at Vicksburg. He lent the drum last year to
Baker Post, Sons of Veterans, for the Memorial
Day parade. Edward Kessler, of No. ·534 West
48th street, played it. Afterward Hodkinson
could not get the drum back. So he went to
court.
Many Civil War veterans listened to Hodkinson's 1·ecital of the history of the drum. He enlisted a a drumme boy when he was eventeen
and was with the 63d Ohio Volunteer Infantry.
Hodkinson became a lieutenant, but cherished his
drum. He had his pap~rs in court.
Kessler said the drum had been turned over to
him to use by William Charrock, commander of
B'.lker Post. He assured Mag· ;trate Sweeter he
would return it, and the magistrate said if it
'\Vern not returned he wpuld issue a warrant.
Hodkinson went to Kessler's home and got his
drum. Hodkinson is a great admirer of Grant.
He explained to the court that was the reason he
lived in Grantwood, N. J., opposite Grant's
Tomb.
BREEDS QUEEN BEES
. Raising and selling queen bees brings to E. B.
Ault an annual revenue of more than $50,000,
and most of this is profit. Mr. Ault's queen bee
farm is near Calallen, Tex., and is in its twelfth
year of successful operation. He ships the queen

bees all over the United S"tates and to foreign
lands, including Australia, Japan and count1·ies
of Europe and South America . He also ships
many colonies of working bees.
Breeding queen bees is done partly by artificial mean,. There would be no money in t}ie
industi·y if the natural breeding method of the
bees were depended on for queens, it i explained .
It was discovered that the working bees, like carpenters, perf01·med their -,vork according to the
plans and specification s of the architect; so Mr.
Ault began building large cells for queens in the
artificial wax comb foundation.
Th ese queen
cells are then filled and produce queens, according to the foundation specifications.
As a re ·ult of this a1·tificial method Mr. Ault
obtains about 100 queenq from every hive of 2,000 to 3.000 working bees, instead of only one
queen. The bees are fo::.,led, but they do not seem
to mind it.
Queen bees vary in price. When the demand
is ~low they sell for as low as $1, but ordinarily
they bring $2.50 to $2.75 each. Just now there
is an extraordinary good demand for them and
the price is on the upward trend.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS
SP ARKS DISAPPEAR
Passing of the spark transmitter in favor of
continuous wave transmission for amateur wireless stations was indicated in the American
Radio Relay League t:raffic report last year. Out
()f a total of 121,592 messages handled by members of the league 108,813, or 89 per cent., went
through the air over the continuous wave route.
FRENCH FANS
The opening of the station at Eiffel Tower
over a year ago for broadcasting purposes
brought much joy to the continent and England,
but not to the French Department of Communications, which controls the wire iystems there.
In Paris alone it is reported that more than
200 telephone receivers are "lifted" every . day
and never returned. The radio fans are blamed.
SPIRITS TO EV ADE THE ETHER
From a radiophone station in Chicago spirit
messages will be broadcast to spiritualists
th1·oughout the country, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader,
of Chicago, told delegates attending the fifteenth
annual meeting of the PennsylvanHi Spiritualist Association.
Mrs. Cadwallader said she and John Slader,
a Chicago medium, had made, plans to broadcast
all messages received from spirits during the
convention.
The delegates adopted a resolution recommending legislation to recognize spiritualism as a religion.
DANGER IN THE AIR
"Is it advisable to take the antenna down during the summer in order to protect the set from
being struck by lightning?" This is a popular
question of this season of the year.
The danger from lightning may be reduced to
I,\ minimum providing proper safeguards are
adopted. There is no more danger from the antenna being struck by lightning than there is
from the telephone or electric light wires running into ' the house.
An antenna properly
grounded serves as a lightning rod gradually letting the static charges leak away to the
ground oofore they have a chance to gather and
attract an opposite charge from the clouds. It is
estimated that a radio antenna not only protects
the house with which it is connected but the
sunounding area equal to the size or a city block.
Every owner of a radio antenna should have a
feeling of safety during an electric storm.

.,,.

WIRELESS TO CARRY 3,000 MILES
When the steamship Leviathan points her prow
Europeward in June on her maiden trip under
the flag of the United States Lines, she will be
abie to rndio directly to the continent before she
has passed the Statue of Liberty.
The Radio Corporation of America announced
that a contract had just been signed with the

United States Shipping Board to install on the
Leviathan the most powerful and elaborate
steamship wireless apparatus in the world-an
equipment six times more powerful thah that on
the average ocean greyhound, with a range of
3,000 miles and more.
A special emergency set will also be installed
to add to the element of safety and two of the
lifeboats will be fitted with emergency radio apparatus.
The Leviathan will also be fitted with a radio
telephone giving voice contact with other vessels
;,ind shore stations.
UV-199 CONNECTIONS
The UV-199 should be mounted in a vertical
position. Not more than forty volts "B" battery
should be used when this tube operates as a detector. Critical adjustment of the plate voltage
is not required. When used as an amplifier it is
important that the filament rheostat be connected
in the negative filament lead and that the return
lead from the grid circuit be connectep. to the
negative side of the "A" battery and not to the
negative side of 'the filament. A plate voltage
from 40 to 80 volts can be used when the UV-199
serves as an amplifier. The base of this tube
is the same general design as the standard fourprong base. It is of smaller diameter and an
adapter has ooen developed so the tube will fit
the standard sockets.
In the case of portable se.,i using three cell
flashlight batteries, it is recommended that one
set of three flashlight cells be used for each tube
in the set. It is immaterial whether each tube is
wired separately to one of the batteries or
whether they are all placed in parallel, provided
separate rheostat control is made for each tube.
If separate rheostat control is not employed for
each tube and only one common rheostat is used,
the batteries should be connected in parallel. If
a six volt storage battery is employed to light
the filament the resistance should be at least sixty
ohms.
,,
EASE AND DISTANCE
Some of the new circuits look more formidable
than they really are.
.
The reflex circuit because of its simplicity,
economy in its vacuum tubes and great amplifying ability, is one of the most popular radio circuits developed. Located in New York a reflex
set has picked up loud signals from Iowa and Illinois and as far south as Georgia. It is very
selective and the tuning adjustments simple.
The following parts are necessary: A standard variometer, one .001 mfd variable condenser,
one .005 mfd variable condenser, two .001 mfd
mica fixed condensers, one .002 mfd mica fixed
condensers, an amplifying tube, audio frequency
amplifying transformer, galena detector, "A" battery, "A" battery• rheostat, 45 volt , "B" battery
and phones. Coils· A, B and C are wound on the
same cardboard tube 3½ inches in diameter. No.

/
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winding. Coil A has 35 turns; coil B 50 turns;
coil C 35 turns. Coils A and B are connected by
a wire running inside the tube. A space of a
quarter of an inch is left between the winding
of coils A and B and between coils B and C.
Tuning is done by the variometer and the-variable
condensers.
The signals produced with this circuit are exceptionally clear and free from distortion because of the crystal detector, which eliminates
much of the noise created by tubes and batteries.
The condensers in the circuit are extremely important.
We have no space to show diagrams here, but
any radio storekeeper will show you how to assemble the set, and any boy with a little knowledge of tools can make the set and get great satisfaction from working it.
INEXPENSIVE RECEIVING SET
The simplest form of detector is the crystal detector. You will enjoy clear, distortionless music,
without the howls and whistles as created by the
vacuum tube detector. Wiring is needed for a
crystal detector, variometer, .001 mfd mica condenser and a pair of phones. If a vacuum tube
set is substituted for the crystal set later, the
variometer and phones can be made uart of the
equipment, so it is a good plan to buy reliable
and well-designed instruments in the beginning.
The iodeal antenna for broadcast receiving is a
single copper wire about 100 feet long, including
the length of the lead-in wire. The higher the
antenna the louder will be the signals. An indoor antenna or light socket will not give satisfactory results in connection with a crystal set.
The ground connection should be firmly clamped
to a cleah surface on the radiator or cold water
pipe.
All tuning is done by the variometer. The detector can be adjusted to its most sensitive position by a buzzer test before the conce1·t begin s. A
buzzer test consists of :m ord inary electric buzzer
dry battery and push button. The vibrator point
of the buzzer is connected to the ground wire.
Place the buzzer in a box and · pack it with cotton so the sound of the buzzer can be heard only
in the phone. When the push button closes the circuit the little wire, called the "cat whisker," is
moved over the surface of the crystal until the
buzz is loudest in the phones. The operator then
knows the set is adjusted without waiting until
the concert begins to search about for the most
sensitive spot on the crystal. The average 1·ange
of a crystal set is about twenty-five miles.
AGE OF THE RADIO
There are many of our reade1·s who are curious about the development of radio for whom this
article was written. Like every other great invention the progress of the science was slow
and gradual, built up little by little from fragments of discovery until at length it came into
universal use.
The first induction system had its origin in the
British Isles where a quarter of a mile range of
radiophony was attained by an investigator. This
experiment was then considered marvellous, and
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the experiments in that country were continued
through the year 1885. Nine yea:r:s later the experimenters working on the conduction system
transmitted messages more than one mile and a
half successfully. The induction system was tried
out by the collieries in 1897, and sent messages
from the surface of the mines down to a depth
of 350 feet to the mine galleries. Two years afterward this system attained a range of eight
miles. Other experiments cropped up, and in
1900 A. F. Collins produced the electrostatic system, covering two hundred feet with it, and this
range was increased the same year :to three
miles. Meantime German inventors were busy,
and in 1902 Professor Ruhmer produced a photophone which covered a distance of twenty miles
at Kiel. The year 1906 brought R. A. Fessenden
into the limelight with a high frequency generator having a twenty-mile range. In the same
year the Telefunken system was put in operation
over a distance of twenty miles. A year later
Fessenden improved bis until one hundred miles
was its limit.
Colin-J eanee, in 1901, with an arc system in
the Eiffel Tower in France station, developed an
arc oscillation generator and liquid microphone
system that created a stir when he communicated
from Rome to Sicily, which is a distance of three
hundred miles, through the ether. Right on top
of it came Poulson's arc transmitter covering
one hundred and fifty miles with ease. Twelve
months afterward Colin-Jeanee improved his invention by seventy miles. In America in 1910 a
man named H. P. Dwyer employed a successful
system that transmitted 500 miles from San
Francisco to Los Angeles. Next year the radiophone in Ge1·many sent a message 350 miles to
Vienna, Austria. Men in Italy were working on
radio, and in 1911 G. Vanni, using an arc oscillation generator and liquid microphone radiated
from Rome to Tripoli, a matter of about six
hundred miles. The following year a message
was sent five hundred and fifty miles from
Nauen, Germany. Back in America, in 1915, the
2,500-mile distance between New York and California was spanned ·with an oscillation wax transmitter. In the same year the Arlington naval
station using vacuum tube oscillators successfully transmitted a message 5,000 miles to Honolulu,
Hawaii. After a lapse of three years xadiophones
atftained a range of one hundred miles between
airships while flying at a distance of 150 miles
between a ground station and a plane in flight.
It was not until 1919 that Canada and England
were in communication by means of the vacuum
tube system. Considerable credit is due to Dr.
J. A. Fleming, consulting electrical engineer of
London, who invented the two element thermionic
vacuum valve detector. The invention of the grid
in 1906 by Lee De Forest was the next greatest
discovery to complete Fleming's tube. But fans
owe a lot to Edwin H. Armstrong, who developed
the vacuum tube circuit named after him, as his
circuit is largely responsible for the popularity of
amateur radios.

NEXT WEEK - Instructions to build
the loudest and cheapest radio ever invented •.
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walked over to where the druggist was chatting
with Dr. Henry · Wonner of 293 Alexander avenue. Drawing revolvers, the young mP.n poked
them into the ribs of the two and forced them
into a rear room where Nathan Lurie, a clerk,
was compounding a prescription.
One thief stood gu'.:'.rd while the ·other went
through the· pockets of the three. He took $150
and a gold watch and chain, valued at $150 more,
from Dr. Wonner; $90 from Cherry and $2 from
Lurie, who explained that he had gone home and
changed clothes because of the rain and had left
most of his money thexe. After taking $110
more from two cash registers in the front of the
store-includ ing $10 from the funds of subpostal
station 96, the bandits entered a waiting automobile and . sped south on Alexander avenue, passing the Alexander avenue police station. No one
thought to get the licen se number of their automobile.

••

lTEMS OF INTEREST
TRAIN WOLVES FOR PETS
, That pet wolves may replace poodles and other
breeds of small dogs now so popular among society women is a possibility. If the plans of
Lord Auckland of England, now stopping at the
Pickwick Arms Hotel, Greenwich, Conn., are carried out. Helen is the name of a pet Montana
wolf, aged 11 months, which Lord Auckland has
as his companion at the hotel. She rooms with
him and is a great favorite among the hotel
i'llests. Lord Auckland expects to leave for the
Middle West within a few days to make a business of raising wolves, which he will introduce
into society in New York ar,d elsewhere, and he
believes that it will become a hobby among women to acquire these wolves when young and have
them as pets.
Lord Auckland says :;hat the wolf can be taught
to become just as warm a friend to his master
or mistress a s a dog.
HORSES LIKE TOBACCO
Dick, Nigger and ·Mage, horses owned by the
R. T. Jones Lumber Cn.mpany .of North Tonawanda, N. Y., claim the record for tobacco chewing horses of the world.. Dick, the pet of the
firm, has indulged in chew-ing the weed for more
than twenty years. Although he didn't say so,
he probably accredits his longevity to that fact.
On smelling tobacco in a man's pocket, Dick will
follow the mjln until a chew is given to him. If
the possessor of the wanted weed does not donate,
·
Dick goes into his pocket after it.
A man who once gives this horse a cheVll is
sure to be remembered and will be followed by
Dick every time the horse sees him. The only
way to throw him off is to come across with the
tobacco. During his years in the service of the
company, Dick has taught the bad habit tci Nig-·
ger and Mage, his fellow work horses.
ROBBERS LOOT DRUGSTOR E
Two dapper young mE!n wearing caps and raincoats entered Harry B. Cherry's drugstore at
315 Alexander avenue, the Bronx, N. Y., and

....

I

•

LAUGH S
Wiilie Twickenham (who has been admitted a
few ~om~nts to his mother's afternoon tea)Say,_ Ive Just thought of a splendid conundrum.
Why is all the silver hei:e to-day like our new
man? The• Guests-Oh, why, Willie? Willie
(triumphant ly)-'Cause they're both hired.
Sh_e had just imported one of those Swiss inventions, a half clock, half music box, which
played a tune at every hour. At 1 a . m. it struck
That
He-Gee!
up "Home, Sweet Home."
sounds sort of suggestive. She-Stick around
The next is,, "Oh, Say, Can You See by th~
Dawn's Early Light?"
"I und_erstand," said ~r. Erastus Pinkley, "dat
dey has invented a machme for washin' an' ironin~ money." ,'.'Go 'long, man," replied Miss MiaYou knows des as well as I does
m1 Brown.
~ese white ,folks ain' g-ineter leave no clothes
lmes full o two-dollar bills hangin' out in de
yard."
A farme1· boy and his best girl were seated in
a buggy one evening in town, watching the people
pass. Near by was a popcorn-vend or's stand .
Presently the lady remarked: •·•My! that popcorn smells good!" "That's right" said the gallant. "I'll drive up a little clo~er so you can
smell it better."
'

"Now, in order to subtract," the teacher explained, "things have always to be of the same d~nomination. For instance, we couldn't take three
apples from four pears, nor six horses from nine
dogs." "Teacher," shouted a small boy, "can't
you take four quarts of milk from three cows?"

Our next issue will contain simple instructions to make a Flewelling "flivver"
radio.
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· HERE AND THERE
HOW THEY TRAIN ANIMALS AS SPIES
The use of animals as 3p,i es has been a military art practiced in Japan from remote times.
The animals so used WP.re the dog, fox and rat,
which were trained for ~he purpose.
Naturalists say that the fox can be trained
even to imitate the .h uman voice, and the power
of· the animal in this direction is very effective,
especially when trained ·to utter low sounds . It
is only common knowledge that dogs and cats can
be trained to understand" human speech. If you
order a dog to approach you when he knows full
well you intend to punieh him he again reveals
to a wonderful degree an accurate knowledge of
your mind. In order to win the confiden_ce. of animals and then ti·ain them one has to be kmd and
gentle toward them. Animals are most susceptible to affection, and readily averse to the oppo.
site, even beasts of prey.
The fox is reckoned among the most clever of
the wild animals in Japan. When a military
officer desired to ascertain certain geographical
facts as to the situation of a camp or fortress
held by the enemy, he found the dog or fox his
most efficient spy.
In feudal times ~ertaii:i places were always
o·uarded, .and all travellers passing either way
through these barriers were strictly examined,
while other likely places had watchmen hidden;
but the entire country could not "be so covered.
For this purpose the ubiquitous fox was utilized.
Human spies guarded the pathways over the
mountains and across the plains, but the fox
guarded the wilds and other pathless regions.
The fox is small and not easily seen ; he knows
every foot of the country he traverses. Always
on the trail, the animal spy follows the human
spy.
When the :!'ox or the spy dog perceives or detects the presence of a ihuman being in the course
of his patrol he utters a faint sound, which his
master behind understands and notes. The animan utters various sounds, and these .are signals
for the master to follow up or retire, as the case
may require. The animal is trained to vary the
cry whether the enemy is approaching or retreating. -When the master fintls he has lost
the trail and oannot fi:'.ld his way out of the forest or mountain, he imitates the cry of a fox and
gets a reply that guides him the way he desires
to go. If he continues to cry or bark in a special way the fox will come to him and lead him
aright.
Rats too were used a s spies by the army officers of feudal Japan. The spy carried his pet
1·at in his sleeve. On approaching the position to
be. espied upon he let the animal go free. The
rat was trained to pick up any bit of paper it
could find and bring it back to its master: In
this way much valuable information was obtained.
WALLED PLAINS OF THE MOON
There is nothing on earth to compare with the
great walled plains so abundant on the moor.

Our level land is ' usually near the sea or e.se is
clearly the work of standing water. Broad,
gently sloping stretches are unknown upon the
moon. As far as we know no water has ever
existed there to form them. Astronomers seek
in vain for evidences of even the smallest lake.
Walled plains on the moon resemble geological
features of the earth in their formation; but they
carry the process much further.
Imagine that we were on the moon millions
of years ago while it was still an active globe.
The hard crust we walk on is dark but baking
hot. Hundreds of fumaroles (holes from which
smoke or gases issue) are in sight about us,
each blowing steam and acid like the mud valve
of an engine. We must leap fissures at every
few steps. The bottom of the larger cmcks
grow dully red, revealing internal fires not many
l'ods below.
Although there are steam vents around us, yet
there is no air. The vapors come to the surface,
explode themselves and vanish in hot nothingness a few yards above their origin.
Rocks are falling here and there; stinging dust
pelts us in the face; far off beyond the horizon
we see the vapors of some gigantic volcano. We
see steam come billowing up; we watch a l'ed
glare on the lower side of its clouds; we feel the
pulse and jar of each mighty boom.
Walking along, we leave the level surface and
enter a region of ropy lava. Before us, thirty
miles away, a row of jagged crags project like
teeth abova the notched horizon. Struggling
along over the gnarled beds, and keeping to the
smoother channels as much as possible, we at
length an-ive at the crest of the peaks before us
and look over.
Bern~ath us is a lake of fire 200 miles wide.
Great tossing rollers surge on it like stormy
water in an earthly sea. The waves are made
of molten rock; the pit is a volcanic cauldron.
Lava from deep below well up, forced to the surface by dynamic forces of the moon. The tossing
red-hot sea reaches further than our eyes can
see. It has a horizon of fire, a glowing furnace
over which blue and yellow flames are dancing, a
line where blazing moon and night black sky appear to meet.
There is no breach to this fiery sea, no slanting
way down to the waves. Instead, the walls rise
~!early. Crags jut abruptly from the lava, towermg black shapes that glow with red reflections.
Against these cliffs the lava dashes furiously.
Great white-hot breakers come rushing in; they
meet the steeps, they dash themselves into a blazing shower, hurled high up.
This scene is still before astronomers, but
death instead of life is master now. The sea is
frozen solid, a gray-gr~en level plain surrounded
by steep fire-scarred precipices.

Don't miss the next number. It will
contain the finest radio instructions evt!t
written.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTIC~ES
PINE TREE SHILLINGS AND FRANKLIN
CENTS
Have you ever in going over your change come
across a three-cent or a· two-cent piece? They
are rarer now then they were ten years ago but
there's never any telling what queer kinds of coin
may not turn up.
The Pine Tree shilling goes back before the
Revolution, when an American master of the mint
without authority from England turned out these
1ittle thin silver pieces with the spreading pine
tree _on one ,side. The story goes that he promised
as his daughter's dowery her weight in shillings,
so he plumped her on one side of the scales and
hon?rably piled higher and higher his pine trees
until she came up in the balance.
The cent with the head of Benjamin Franklin
was the first coin of the United States Government. Its motto is "Mind your business." Franklin took characteristic interest in the inscriptions
to be put on the new coins. There is an old letter
of his suggesting: "Honesty is the best policy,"
"Keep thy shop and thy shop will keep thee," "A
penny saved is a penny got," and "He that buys
what he has no use of will soon be forced to sell
his necessities." Indeed it was not until 1873
that the familiar "E Pluribus Unum" and "In
God We Trust" was stamped on our pennies and
nickels and dimes.
A hundred and fifty years ago Spanish and
Dutch and English and French and Portuguese
m oney was perfectly acceptable in this country,
but from the very early days American coins have
always borne by law some inscription "emblematic
.
r of liberty"
DUTCH BRICK BY THE MILLION
Some 5,000,000 bricks a week are coming into
Brooklyn from Holland and the adjacent sections
of Germany, and in spite of the transatlantic
trip and the 10 per cent. tariff are supplying a
very active ·and energetic competition with the
·
domestic-made product.
These Dutch bricks, delivered on the job and
stacked, are being sold to builders in the boro at
a price varying between $1 and $2 per thousand
(1>elow v.,~at is asked for the American · kind. The
flflolland brick of the average quality is sold at
.,$22 a thousand, the American at $23 and $24. In
addition, some of these Dutch bricks are good
J;!nough to be u sed for "face" or outside work,
Jl,nd when so used effect a saving of $15 to $18
a thousand as compared to American bricks.
According to a statement made in the office of
the Associated Builders of Kings County to-day,
. abor unions and building employers in the boro
re so-operating in obtaining a sufficient supply
f the foreign brick to overc¢me the shortage in
he Nortll River supply and keep the building
ctivitie.s 'J.n Brooklyn going. Five or six times
s large a quantity of the imported brick is being
sed by tile Brooklyn builders as those in Manatt!l.n.
Holland is able to compRte with America in

brick-making,• in the American field, partly because of the lower cost of labor abroad but
chiefly because Masstricht, The Hague, Delft and
other cities of the Netherlands have been in the
brick-making business for centuries and have attained an expertness in the business which Americans have not yet been able to reach.
Included in the Dutch and German bricks imported here is a white variety, of sand and limestone, u sed largely for courtyards and fences of
which 2,000,000 a week are brought in. These
are often u sed here not only for inside and for
rear walls but for face or front walls as well
The bricks are brought here as ship ballast a"nd
'
at a very low freight chai:ge.
"VOLCANIC GARDEN" OF ALASKA ACTIVE
. Pavl?f Volc~no, r~ported i·ecently to have lost
its entire top m a mighty explosion, and latest of
the world's pe'.1-ks t~ break into eruption, has, like
Moun~ ~atmai, which blew up in 1912, again put
America s great Alaskan "volcano garden" on the
ma]?, says a bulletin of the National Geographic
Society.
"This p_eak is in _a region in which volcanoes
and one-tlme volcanoes are as thick as prairie
dog mounds on a Western plain," the bulletin
sa~s, "but most of the time they are dormant.
It .J.S as though nature were playing a gigantic
game of drop-the-handkerchief with .fire from below, for after delays of greater or less length up
pops a m?lten stream unexpectedly through some
peak, which perhaps has not erupted in hundreds
of years."
?"hi? seems to have been the case with Pavlof.
t is situated almost at the tip of the long narrow
Alaskan peninsula that stretches out tow~rd Asia
and sends its o:ffsprings, the Aleutian Islands al
most to the shores of that continent. For y~ar;
vessels have passed near it and no activity other
than a ·slight smoking has been observed. •
Pavlof is one of the great series of volcanoes
th1;1t connects t~is cont!nent w·ith Japan, it is
pomted out, the mterestmg and scientifically important fact of which is that it crosses ranges
of the tountry's highest mountains and again appears from out of the sea's depths.
. Dr. Robe1t F. Griggs, who led five· expeditions
mto the Alaskan volc~nic re~·ion fo1· the society
and who. r~cently pubhshed his report in popular
fo~;m, said only a few months ago of the region:
No man may predict how long the present
quiescent condition will continue on Bogoslof the
mo~t act!v~ of. these volcanoes. From past experience it 1s evident that a new upheaval is likely
to occur at any time. It. is probable however
that the next great eruption will com~ not fron{
Bogoslof or Katmai, but from some of the half
hundred unknown peaks.
"The eruption of Pavlof seems to vindicate the
p_rediction . There has been no real eruption there
smce long before Alaska passed from Russi an
hands to those of the United States in 1887. The
most recent outbreak was reported by a Russian
observer in 1790.

REW-A.RD
lor the Convic tion ol

HO murdered J~hn Blake ? The country was stunned by the crime mystery of the year. A rich re•
ward was offered. There were clews a-plenty. Circumstantial evidence pointed to a dozen men. But the
Disrict Attorney didn't dare bring any one of them to trial. Then the Finger Print Expert stepped in I
I can do the same for YOU. You may study right at home-in
With feverish excitement the crowd in the court•
your spare time.
room listened. Judge, jury, attorneys and onlookers leaned forRight NOW is the time to start. More trained men are needed
ward in strained silence, eager to catch every word. The yoµng
to fill the positions created almost daily. Salaries are high.
at•
of
center
Finger Print Expert in the witness chair was the
,...____. ______
Chances for bl(!' rewards are
traction, as with calm assurance, he gave the evidence that
. Th~ Fmger Print Exfrequent
reward.
convicted the murderer, and brought him the $2500
U.otA.S.Grad11ates
pert is respected and deferred
Recently Appointed
to by all. I am offering you a big
Print Ex•
Finger
opportunity. Will !Ou take it?
perts ot these
States and Clues.
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I Can Make YOU a Finger Print Expert!

T.G.Cooke,
President

I have trained huodreds of the men now prominent in the Profession. For instance, there's
Harry Passno, Chief of the Iowa State Bureau.
He had no previous experience- no college or
high school education. He was just a country
photographer. I trained him.
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Finger Print

Outfit-Fr1ee

A professional outfit, just like
the Finger Print Expert uses
in court, in the laboratory and
at the scene of crime, is yours
FREE with this famous course
of training. Also a course in
Secret Service Intelligence is
FREE to you if you enroll early.
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l.lTTLE ADS
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars abot1t advertising in this magazine.

AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS WANTED-BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.
E,ery owner buys Gold Initials for his auto. You
charge $1.50, make $1.85. Ten order • daily eu7. Write
for partl~ulars and free samples. American Monoa:n.m
Cc; , llept. 171, East Or&11ae. N. J.
AG ENTS- )l ason sold 18 Comet Sprayers and Auto-

8 ~:ta:n~h~a1:io i,!~~~s ilt~l:~c1to ..p¼~~=
la;~nr~::.
town, Oh:o. J> ent. f•A.

AGENTS WANTED TD ADVERTISE our iOOda and
distribute free sa mples to consumers; 90c. an hour:
,vnte for run particulars. American Products Co .• 8162
J\mer1c-an Bldg .. Cincinnati, Ohio.
MAKE $30.00 DAILY, takl111: order& for $3.95 Unionmade- raincoats. Fa.ctory pr1oea. La.reost commia1
E!~eT
to .•
~l.1:Cliept~iS:

rl'~~

w1~l~~eu:r!

ir:fuc!!{
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PERSONAL-Continued
LONESOME? Get acqualnted. I will help you. My
methods insure confidence. Hundreds seeking matrlmony. lntorm&Uon free, stamp, please. lil.ra. Franz, 947
:::M:.:o.::n::ta::.n:::ac..:::S::t..!.,..:C:::h:::l:::c•::,i,.:O::.·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOOK WHOSE HEREI Princess OKIE world famou1
bl~J.'J':i:p:~d
r;zr'ik1~a{i,g D\c:;::t di~~ t•t,d J~~
_Y_o_rk_._N_._Y_
. ---------------MARRIAGE PAPER-20th ye ar. Big !Jsue with descrlptlons, photo,. name• and addresses. 25 cents. No
other tee. Sent sea.led. Box 22Ci5 R. Boaton. M.a.18.
MARRY-Free pbotoaravhe. directory and descripUona
of we&ltby members. Pay when marrled. New Plan
Co., Dept. S8, Kansas City, Mo.
MARRY-Write for bjg new directory with photos and
c1i~~il~~lons. Free. National ,Azency. Dept. A .• Kansas

?o!,

Chicago.

MARRY IF LONELY; "Home Maker''; hundreds rich,
confldentia.l; reliable; yoan experience; description •
free. "'£be Succe91ful Club", Box 556, Oakland, Callfornla.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photo• and
deacri_ptlons free. Pay when marrled. The Excb&n&e.
Dept. 545, liausas City, Mo.
MARRY RICH-World's Leading Corresvondencs Club
HELP WANTED
for lonely poople. Mall)' worth to $100,000. Quick
EARN $20 weekly spare Ume. at home,- addreuln~,
matllne-, muslo circulars. Send lOo for muaio, lnfor-- Re1u1ts Guaranteed. ConAdentlal list FREE. HonormaUon, etc. American Mualo Co., 1658 Broadway, 'N. Y. able Ralph Hyde, 262, San Francisco, Callf.
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women MARRY: Thou • anda con1:enlal people. worth from
$1,000 to $50,000 aeeklnJ early marrla2e, descriptions,
for »eoret tnvestieation ln your district. Wrtte C. T.
photos. 1ntrodu.ctlona tree. Sealed. Either aex. Send
Luchdar. 521 \Vest.over Bldir,, Kansas Cit1. Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home no mone1. Addre11 Standard Cor. Club, Grayslake. JU.
or travel exoe.rlence unnecessary. VtTr1te Georre Wa&'- MARRY RICH-World' a Leadlnr Correspondence Club
for lonely peaple. Many worth to $400,000. Quick
ner. Cormer Govt. Detecthe. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
Results Guaranteed. Confidential. Ust FREE. Honorable Ralph ]Jy(l e, 166, San Francisco, Oallf.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORll;S, POEM~,PLAYS, etc .. are wanted for pub!!· PRETTY BACHELOR GIRL, worth $65,000, wlll marry.
cation. Submit ;ss. or wrtto Lltenry Bureau. 515
Club. Box 55, Oxford. Fla.
Hanni ba l, Mo.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
socreUI. Black art. other r are books. Cata.lo& free.
MISCELLANEOUS
Stu Book Co .. 5R23, 122 Federal St., Camden, N. J .
MOVIE FANS-Hope Hampton extends persona! lnvlta- PRETTY BACHELOR GIRL, worth $65,000, will marry.
Do~i1:st~~ ~o ~
~1er Club. Send 50c to Box 55,
Club, Dox 55, Oxford, Fla..
1
01
89
WEALTHY HOTEL OWNER wa.nts to marry refined
lady. U-Box 35, League, Toledo, Ohio.
PERSONAL
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY. Send WI DOW, worth $65,000, wishes correspondent. Object.
birthdate and dime for trial roadln1. Eddy, Westport
matrimony. M-Box 85, League, Toledo, Ohlo.
St.• 3927 Kenwood Suite 73, Kansas City. Mo.
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG WIDOW, worth $10,000, will
marry. Club, Box 1022, Wichita, Kansas.
BACHELOR, worth $100.000, will marry for love. WI DOW, worth $100,000, wants correspondent. Object,
matI'lmon,y. L-Box: 85, League. Toledo, Ohio.
D-Box 35. Lea.cue •. Toledo, Ohio.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country. WOU LO you write a wealthy, pretty &!r1! (stamp).
Established 19 Years.
'l'bousands Wealthy wishln1
Lois Sproul, Sta. H .• Cleveland. Ohlo.
Early Marriqe. ConfldenUal. Free. The Old Rell&ble YOUN1l LADY, worth $50,000, pretty, will marry.
Club. Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26, Oakland, Callt.
G-Ilox 350. Club, Cimarron, Kans .
DD YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betty Lee, $50,000 goes with pretty m aiden when man1.00. Club..
Inc., 4254 Broadway. New York City. Stamp a.ppreBox, 53, Oxford, Fla.
clatcd.
SONGWRITERS
HUND REDS seeki n1: marriage. If sincere enclose stam.t>,
Airs. Jt"'. \VIUart:l, 2928 Broadway, Ch lcaiio. Illinois.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SD NG-We compose music,.
Submit your paems to us at once. New York Melody
IF LONESOME exchange jolly letter, with beautiful
'
Jad!es and wealthy eentlemen. Eva Moor.a, Box 908, Corpora.tlon. 405 E. Roman Bide-.• New York.
JackeonvlUe, Fla.. (Stnmp).
.TOBACCO
HABIT
IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write TOBACCO HABIT Cured or No Pay. Any form, cl&ar1,
Vi olet Rays. Dennison. Ohto. Enclose stamped envelope.
cli&rettes. pipe, chewllli: or anutr. Guaranteed. HarmLONELY LITTLE FLAPPER, tired llvlna alone, Tery less. Used by over 400,000 people. Full treatment sent
wealthy, wants marriage. 166 Mission Unity Club, on trial. Costs $1.00 If it cures. Nothln~ If lt fa!ls,
Ban Franclsoo, Callf. (Stamp, please).
Superba Co., S-9, Baltimore, Md.

FOR SALE

GOOD FARM LANDS! $15 to $35 per ao. $10 to
$50 down; bal. long time. Cla7 loam BO!l. Write
for · froo booklet. Swigart Land Co., M-1268 Finl
NaVl Ua.nk Bldr.. Chlcago.

t!~. ~~

ART PHOTOS, studies beauty of the nature, postcards and large size, grea,t collection. :--:run pie splcntlhl for $1.00 - $3.00 F:dltlons tl' Art at Neu!lly-Plalsance
j $500.
(S&O) l!'rance.

A
REMARKABLE ISLAND
The island of
Patmos, historic
and of worldwide fame,
is
noted
for
its
churches, a~ well
as tor the fact
that St. John
wrote the book of
Revelation there.
Patmos is in
the Aegean Sea,
off the coast of
Anatolia, so often spoken of in
connection with
the terrible disasters
of
the
Near East. From
north to south it
is about ten miles
and c on t a i n s
ab o u t
fifteen
square miles of
infertile,
rocky
soil.
A monastery in memory
of St. John was
built on the island at the close
of the eleventh
century,
which
contained a valuable
collection
of ecclesiastical
manuscripts.
In 1912 Italy
s e i z e d Patmos.
The population is
about 4,000, and
there are only
700 houses on the
island, while the
ruins of churches
numb er 3 0 0.
Since the earliest
days
pilgrims
have
flocked
there, as they are
doing yet. In the
old days, if a rich
man wanted to
expiate his sins,
he bulit a church,
until it became
the fashion to do
so,
hence
the
number of ruins.
The Greeks who
live on the island are sponge
fishers, but- at
one time there
was quite a trade
from the manufacture of stockings. A notable
fact is that there
has never been a
mosque on Patmos, although it
lies so close to
Turkey.

'';

)-.

A.BOUT
CRANBERRIES
Very little is
known generally
as to -the origin
of the little red
and white berry
so dear to our
on
hearts
T h an k s giving
Day, Originally it
grew wild, as it
does to-day in
Canadian border
States, in the salt
marshes of the
coast States, in
the glades of the
Alleghanies and
as far south as
Virginia and the
The
Carolinas.
cr_a nberry,
wild
however, is distinctly inferior to
its cultivated relative. Both grow
on a hardy shrub,
about six inches
high. The fruit
takes its na me
from the appearance of the flower, which, just
before expending
perfection,
into
bears a marked
t o
resemblance
and
neck
the
head and bill of
a crane. Hence
the name "craneberry," which has
become cranberry. During the
yea1· the cranberry market is
steady, but in the
month of N ovember the demand is
very great, more
half the
than
year's crop being
di sposed of in 30
days. More than
1,000,000 bushels
arc marketed in
the United States
each year. Cranspecies
ber ry
grow in both this
country and in
Europe.

• S"PE"CIALLvi-

$;;i~~j -

o-
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Brand new blue ateel

tarp eht.rt mannfacturer wants arents
to sell complete line of ahlrte, pajam~,

'

oafety automatics
before recent tariff raise
bo'Dlfhtdoable
:r;e':ft~r;:i:rtfr.&~1~~ii~~7-:h~r;!~
matic,41-•in. ong,ourNo.74B11O,ap..

and ntg-btahirts direct to wearer. &dTerttaed bra.nd-.exclns1Te patterne•.e&sT

to 1ell. No experience or capital

quired. Entirely new proposition.

'
clal at 56,95.
Or regular $26.00heavy1e1"ViceS2-calibre,10-shot e.utoma•

lladleon

~-~1~i!o;,::·~~!!:i:iu;~i~~:iis:z!:s:!!':
standard cartridges.

~

:'i'~'cf.C:1=.!-::f~~. N.Y.O.

121!~~!!!!1
grlcu.
~\•xrre~·.~t~&•g:i~.:~r ::vm!:::
Shetland Ponies rl.. <)'Clt ~IWt=~:.
PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY plus paetage.
Money back promptly If Not Satlafied.

CONSUMERS CO., Dept. 74B

1265 Broadway,N.Y.

1mall paym•ota. Par•nta often ad.
.-.nee flr•t pa.ymeot to help buy a ltANGER. 44
atyla1,coloH and • it:H. Factorr to Rider

a~ lampa, wheels, horns, repairs and
•-.,.,. fuufpment at balf usual prlcea.
SENDN ·MONEY. Writetodayforciurl:!la.
talos and marw.ioua ~ .

Free Bana"er

FREE

Mead • .,. B188CbiCACo ,•••

catal•

I have given many
Sh e tland Ponies
away to boys arni
girls and I am going
to give these three to
some other boys or
girls who write me
promptly and do
just as I say. I will give the ponies and saddles
and bridles. They are all certainly beauties-so
gentle and bright-as playful as kittens, Could
you think of anything finer? And you can have
one of these ponies with a fine saddle and bridle
without spending one cent of your own money.

Hundreds of Other FREE
Yes, Sir-ee, I'm going to give
Presents away
hundreds of other fine

presents absolutely FREE. When I say FREE,
I mean just what I say, You can have them as
a present from me I I want you to send your
name n ght now-that's all-not even a stamp.

a Cent ;;f/~~:.."i~.1
Don't Send
f the She tland P o nies y ou aregivinl'.
say ,''I w a n t o ne o
away.' ' Write righ t n ow. I likepromptboysandgi rls.

UNCLE ABE, The Pony Club Man
Dept. Jl5

Batavia, Dlinois

Pim les

Ford -Given

ELf'l'E ,JEWELRY HffUSE
306 S. •\\ ralJui--h A,•e., J>t"p t. 11,

Chica.go

Jct., Mas,.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
ISSUES - Young Wild We$t'$ Cowuoy Challenge; or, Arletta's
Good Guess. \
" , MyRI erious Enemies: or, 'l'he Sign of the Silver
.
Reven.
" Saving the Stagecoach: or, How Arlt>tta Tr.apped
the Road Agents.
" and "Mes<1ulte Monte": or, The Worst Greaser
ln Arizona.
" DPfending th~ Carn p; or, Arletta and the
1'faskPd Rttl<lers.
" and the Cherokee Cblet: or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
" 11s a Rcont: or. Raving th~ Ernkrant 'l'r11ln.
•• Running the Rnnch: or. Arletta's Gnme Fight.
" an!l "Choppnrnl Chick"; or, 'l'he Handtts of
the 1rooth!lls
" 11nrl the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
Sbot. .
" an,1 the Cowboy l\{llllonnlre; or, Hemm~ed In
- - LATEST

10!0
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1047
]048
1049
1050
1051

hY Rnrmtf\R.

"

In · tht> "T,nrn'l of Dead Tblngs": or, Arletta and
the VnlturM.
Li.<rhtnlnir Leap: or, a Desperate Duel on

1054· "
1055 "

In the Go1den Valley; or, ArlPttn's Incllan Sign.
Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
MnrkP<I
1

1052 "
1053

TTorsPlnH"k.

'J hteveR.

and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
Almost Beaten: or, The Secret of the Blasted
PtnP.
3058 •· Buff'nlo Bunt: or, Artptta's Awfnl 1{1(1e.
1059 " at RoHvnr Butte: or, Tl\e Cnmo Tbat Wns R_un
hv ''Bnrl" M<'n.
1060 " an<l the Trappe(] Troopers: or, Arletta and the
Ap a rne Amhm>h.
1061 " an,1 th ~ ('owr;rlrl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Ranrb Forl·v.
1062 " anr'l th<' Indian Agent: or, Arletta'.s Daring
Expose.
1063 " an<l tl1,:, Rirh Ranchero: or, The Shot That
MarlP n Friend.
1064 " an,1 the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Altnnatlve.
1065 " nnrt "Spotted i'inm": or Trnil!Pg a Hnlfhreed.
1066 " Scrimmage in Mexiro; or. Arleltn noel the Vn<1uero Dandv.
1067 " Balking tbe "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
' F' bt W!th
(;h!nee.
1068 " Leading tbe Cowboys; or, Arletta s ig
,
the Rustlers.
1069 " Outwitting the·Outlaws; or, Dandy Dicks Defiance.
1070 " Pursuini,; the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Red·
skin Princess.
1071 " and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang ot
the Guieb .
1072 " and the Border Crooks; or, Arietta and the
Rmnggler Queen.
1073 " Figbtlug the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cnttle.
1074 " Death Draw: or. Arietta Dunlng the Desperadoes.
1075 " an/I the Rlleut Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the RettlPment.
1076 " Staking a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and tbe Grizzlv Bear.
1077 " Roping the "Gbost- Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbreak.
For sale by all newodealer •, or will be •ent to an,
,
addre • a on receipt of prit'e, 7c per copy, In money 9'P
l)oota&'e stampa, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publleher, lnc.,
New York Olty
166 West 23d Street,
1056 "
1057

'

"

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE ·THEM

Price 311 Centi Per Copy

'l'hl1 book contains all tbe most recent changes in the
metbod of construction and su bmisslon of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you can.not procure a copy, send ue the price,
35 cents, In money or postnge stamps, and we wlJI
mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Sev,nt.h Ave., New York, N. Y,

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
· Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 23. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAS'.1'.-Cnntalnlng full directions for all kinds of gymnastic sports
an(l ntbletic 1:>:tercises. Embracing tbirty•five illustrations. Ry Prof Pssor W. Macdonald.
No. 2G. llOW '.l'O ROW. SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT

-Fully ili.istrnted. Full instructions n1·e given in th!~
little hook. together ,Ylth instru ctions oil swimming and
·
ridin,:;, rompn11ion sports to boating.
No 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one is
desirous of knowing what bis future life will bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be coPvlnced.
No. 29. HOW To BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every
boy should know how Inventions originated. 'J.'bis book
explains tbPm all, givlng examples in. electricity hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. ,83. HOW TO BE![AVE.-Containing the rules
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and most
appi:oved methods of appearing to good advantage at
balls, the theea tre, cburcb, and in the drawing-

Fii~:s·

No. 35. now TO PLAY GAlll:ES. -A complete 'and
usefi11. little book, containing the rules and regulations
~fc~1lhards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
No. 86. now _TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\IS.-Containlng nll the leitdrng conundrmns of the day amusing
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings. '
No. 40.

HOW TQ llIAKE AND SET TRAPS,-Includ-

lng hints 011 h?w to catch moles, t1·easels, otter, rats,
fi1~~~~:~;lnd hmls. Also bow to cure skins. C<>piously

No. 41. 1~UE BO1'.S OF NEW l'ORK ENJI MEN'S
'.JO_KE UOOJ~.-Coutarning a great variety of the latest

jol,es used l>y the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels ls complete without this wond~rful tittle book
THE BOYS OF NEW l'ORK STUJIJ:P
No. 42.
SPEAiiEH,-Contnining a varied assortment of stump
s peeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes
Just thp tblng for home amusement and amateur s·how~·
No. 45.

TUE BOYS OF NEW . l'ORK JIUNSTREL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Somet.hing new and very
iustructive. Every boy sbould obtain this book as it
contains full instructions for organizing an a:Oateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46.

now

No, 48.

HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES _ A

No. 50.

HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS

No, 56.

llOW TO BECOl\IE AN ENGINEER.-Con-

TO lllAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY

-A description_ ot the wonderful uses of electrici ty and
elect.ro magnetism; together. with full Instructions for
makrng Electric Toy~, _Ba ttcr,es, etc. By George TrebeJ-,
A. M., M. D. Conta1mng over fifty illustrations.
bandy boo.k for boys, containing full directions tor' construe.ting canoes and the most popular manner of ilalllng them. !fully illustrated.
No_. 49. HOW TO_ DEBATE.-Giving rules for condttctrng debates, outlmes for debates, questions for discussion and the be~t sources for procuring information
on the questions given.
-A valuable book, giving instructions in coUectin •
preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals al<i
Insects.
N~. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH ICARDS.-Contallllng explanations of the general principles of sleightof-l!and applicable to card trlcks; of card tricks with
ordrnary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand. of
tricks Involving slelgbt-of-hand, or the use of specially
•
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. now TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy. II ttle book, giving the rules and fUU directions
for playing Elucbre, Crlbbnge, Cassino, Forty-Five
Rounce, 1:'edro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch All
Fo11rs, and many other populnr games of cards. ·
taining full instructions bow to become a locom otive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together with a full description of everytblng an
engineer should know.

For sale by all newsdealen-s or wlll be sent to an:,
1uldress on rPCelpt of price, 10 cent• per copy, ln mone;r
or JlOStng-e ston1ps, by

HARRY E. WOL:li'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Streel

New Yod1

